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• he Fun World of Rich Little 
R1ch Little is the "splendid 
• <Cleveland Amorv) with a 
of Lemmon" <N.Y. times> 
ayed the kookie next door 
.WIIet~[n01or on the TV series "Love 
" and starred in "The 
ats'' on ABC-TV's Comedy 
series. Rich Little is the 
of Impersonators" 
Telegram ) who does the 
carbons" <Weekly Variety >, 
med weekly tributes to 
personalities on the John 
an..uill·""" Show and guested on the 
Jones Show, the Glen camp· 
Show, Ed Sullivan, Dean 
m, Jack1e Gleason, the Lucy 
, Love American Style, 
annix , Johnny Carson, Dick 
, David Frost, Merv Griffin, 
Douglas, etc., etc., etc. Rich 
L1llle, the " brilliant comic" 
Montreal Gazette) who was a 
"smash hit" <Earl Wilson > at the 
()1!11- '·""'·~ .. bana in New York, a 
11owhng success" CSan Juan Starl 
11 the Caribe Hilton in Puerto Rico, 
"one of the best ni~ht club acts I've 
rver seen" <Dearbon Press l and is 
a "superb impressionist chckmg 
I 
100 per cent an all celeb xeroes" 
<Variety > at the Desert Inn in Las 
Vegas where he performs twice a 
year m the Hughes Hotels. 
Born Richard Caruthers LltUe in 
Ottawa, Canada, November 26, 
1938. Rich IS one of three sons of 
Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence Peneston 
l.tttle. He made his first movie, a 
documentary, at age eleven and 
there has been no holdinsr him ever 
smce. Numerous Little Theatre 
plays led to a drama festival Best 
Actor award for his performance 
m "Bus Stop." Imitating teachers 
at Lisgar Collegiate in Ottawa to 
the delight of all, even (secretly > 
the teachers, finally developed into 
an act w1th partner Geoff Scott that 
won "Pick The Stars," a network 
TV talent show. Then summer 
stock at North Halley Playhouse, a 
part l1me announcing job at CFRA 
radio in Ottawa, which led to his 
being a DJ at CJET, Smith called 
" Falderal" on CBOT, Ottawa, and 
on to release " My Fellow 
Canadians," the biggest selling LP 
m the history of the record in-
dustry. 
Front page copy followed Rich's 
career from that point as he 
starred in Canadian network TV 
shows ranging from variety 
through drama being hailed as the 
hottest performer in the country. 
Rich was brought to the at-
tention of Judy Garland by Mel 
Torme and Jo'rank Peppiat and 
John Aylesworth, two Canadian 
comedy writers, and he was 
booked on the Judy Garland Show 
in 1964. This launched his U.S. 
career where, to date, he has 
appeared m over a hundred net-
work variety shows. He has also 
done guest shots playing straight 
acting roles in "Love American 
Style," "The Flying Nun," "That 
Girl," "The Lucy Show," and last 
season be played a heavy in "The 
Only Game In Town" episode of 
Mannix." Rich has earned the 
coveted Cleveland Amory " Best 
Guest On A TV Talk Show" Award 
and established himself as " the 
greatest impersonator in the 
business" (Carson, Gleason, Davis 
J r., etc.). He's done literally 
hundreds of commercials and has 
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Hazzard Writes to Trustees 
About Plan, Facilities, The Future 
By the time the Board meets we 
I have completed 51'2 weeks of 
A Term, 78 percent. Time flies 
you start college on Labor 
. ThlS year 1l seems to go by 
and happily. We started the 
season with a win and hope 
lnrriPI',nming will be a repeat 
think one feels a sense of 
by all those involved with 
Plan. Both students and 
workmg together for an 
lnnnrt<>nt common purpose, aided 
all of us in administration 
ps 1t 's the increasing success 
the WPI Plan. Or perhaps the 
llr~>~r,r~> of a fi ne new freshman 
class. II aiJ adds up to student and 
faculty accomplishment. 
•·ac:ilitiH - Many Changes 
Phys1cally we have changed 
Puller and Ellsworth Residences 
are now occup1ed by students. 
~nstruction was barely com-
pleted and not all the furmture was 
sh1pped as promised but we did 
move in on opening day. 4 months 
ahead of contractor Ray 
Granger's, '35 origmal schedule. 
Warren Ellsworth. '22, trustees 
of the Ruth H and Warren A. 
Ellsworth Foundation . and 
m~mbers or the fami ly were guests 
at a ded1cat1on ceremony before 
rolle~e opened 
A Similar· aHa1r was held Sep-
tember 26 for the George F Fuller 
Trust and members of the FuiJer 
fam1ly Both c.>\ents were modest 
11·ays of sa~ 111g thank you for very 
1mportant help to WPl 
Om• probl<'m remains 
lnslltute Hoacl A disaster area rn 
appear am t•. hut I here are stron~ 
ho1 t>S for <.·c•nt ph•t1on lh•s fall Once 
co1 .1plt•ted. tlw ... treN wtll be an 
•IIII' Bl' ll\' 1.' -.uuth rdg~ of the 
c.unpus 
Renovation or the old foundry 
building into a project center has 
started. Funded by a grant from 
the Kresge Foundation this 
renovation will create a focus of 
academic offices, shops, and all-
college space for projects. It will 
be a campus mixing center. 
Unfortunate ly, the men and 
women of Buildings and Grounds 
are orphaned and in scattered 
temporary quarters, but not for 
long if all goes well. <We ap-
preciate the real cooperation of 
George Norris and his staff in 
putting up wtlh the inconvenience.) 
dead storage, this area is now 
carpeted, lighted, and cubicled for 
use by students and faculty 
engaged in projects not requiring 
regular laboratory space. 
Professors Ray Hagglund and Jim 
Demetry worked with our own 
B&G staff, students, and a tight 
budget to create this attractive 
area. 
After all; with 400 projects going 
at once we are eager for as much 
space as we can find at little or no 
cost. For this is the year when we 
finally get the whole Plan on 
stream. 
Interactive projects now have a 
home on the top floor of the Wash-
burn Building Formerly used for 
<ConUnued on P. 5 col. l) 
I 
. 
Snack Bar Repairs 
Underway 
fty .lacl Ma&ae 
'nle situation Ia tbe snaek bar Ia a difficult oae to fOllow, even 
barder to write about. Mr. Hisa, tbe rood 811'Yiee man..-, believes 
tbat condition~ In the mack bar are improvtnc. The suck bar wu 
visited by a reprumtatlve of tbe Worcester Health Department 
earlier ln tbe year. He made 10me "~" u to bow the 
snack bar could better Comply with health retulatione. Mr. Hiza 
said that no formal aotionl was belnl taken by the Health Dept. 
He alto stated that tbe food service was moviq to improve 
conditionaln the facility. Two new sinks have been instaiJed in the 
area behind the counter. The snack bar is takins precautions to see 
that rood receives adequate protection from spoilage. 
In addition. the dining area of the snack bar is undqoms some 
repairs. 1be Buildinp 6 Gro~mds Department. has the primary 
rt'Sponsibillty for maintenance of the dining area, with the t>X· 
ceptlon of table tops and trash containers. which are takt>n care of 
. ! by tht> snack bar starr. Repairs are underway on the noor and 
<-eiling In this area. 
The Ht."alth Dept. is due to return to the snack bar in several 
weeks to review conditions there. More information will be 
available arter this mspection IS complete. 
performed the world over to 
critical acclaim 
He has just starred In his first 
movie "Another Nice Mess" in 
which he play& Oliver Hardy as 
Richard Nixon, and has recently 
relea&ed two comedy LP's , 
" Politics and Popcorn" for Mer-
cury Records and " W C. Fields 
For President" on Caedmon 
Records. After concluding a 
successful season with ABC's 
" Kopykats," Rich is now a regular 
on ''The Julie Andrews Show" 
which he hopes will give him more 
time to spend at home m 
Hollywood with his English wife, 
Jeanne. Rich was appearing on the 
Joey Bishop Show when he met 
Jeanne, who at that time was 
Joey 's secretary. They were 
married in October, 1971 and since 
then have been traveling to Rich's 
club and concert dates all over the 
world. 
Clark Bar A Reality 
Reprinted from the Scarlet 
by Steve Schwarll 
After Massachusetts' new 
drinking law went into eUect last 
spring, Student Council began 
making plans for a bar on the 
Clark campus. The ~t is the 
new Clark Bar, also known as The 
Pub, one of the busiest places at 
the University. 
Located in the basement of Dana 
Commons, the bar is financed. 
organized and operated by Student 
Council. A university loan of $9,000 
was allocated for remodeling and 
ai r -conditioning. The ad-
ministration's loan should be paid 
back in a month; council's in-
vestment should be returned by 
March. A $5,500 debt still remains. 
Opened in early July, TbePub Is 
proving to bring a financial boom. 
Council Treasurer, Paul Goodale, 
estimated the bar made $1,000 the 
first weekend of the fall term. 
Confident of financial success, 
Goodale said, "There's just about 
no way it can lose money." Profits 
will go to Student Council funds, 
and will hopefully, hold down the 
Student Activities fee. 
The Pub will probably expand 
because of a huge student 
response. Under consideration is 
removing a wall and including the 
pit area. 
Although licensed to serve all 
types of liquor, the Clark Bar is 
limited itseU to beer and wine. 
Mixed drinks would require 
training bartenders, additional 
purchasing and longer lines for 
service. However, the bar will soon 
be selling sandwiches, at a cost of 
60t to 75t . 
The bar is managed by Peter 
Djinis and Dan Heinowitz, both 
undergraduate students. Bar-
lending and bouncing will also be 
done by undergrads. Cam pus 
police will provide additional 
security on weekends. 
Manager Djlnis cited four rules 
of the bar - no bare feet, no dogs, 
guests must be accompanied by 
Clark students and no dope 
smoking. He stressed the latter 
point strongly, because th~ of-
fenders can be arrested by Wor-
cester police or Mass. - A.B.C . 
I Alcoholic Beverage Control) 
men. The bar would be fined and 
closed for allowing marijuana to be 
smoked. 
Bar hours are: - Mon. • Thurs. 
12 p.m. • 1 a .m.; Fri.- 12 p.m. - 2 
a.m.; Sat. -8 a .m. - 1 p.m .; Sun. • 12 
p.m: - 11 p.m. 
I.F.C. IIRITHOI 
COlli I 
lowember 2nd - 3rd 
FEATURING: 
Boston Playboy Club Bunny Team! 
New England Clippers Wheelchair Basketball 
Team! 
Pie throwing at WPI Celebrities. 
Hundreds of prizes to be Raffled off . 
- Games - Slave Auction. 
Follow the Newspeak for further details. 
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Editorials 
(We Didn't Have 
Time to Write) 
Last week's Newspeak wasn't exactly a Monday 
Memo. 
It's funny how 3 percent has suddenly grown to 5. By 
Homecoming, it will probably reach 10. 
Rumor has it that Dick Olson won't get the Trustees 
Award for Outstanding Teaching in '74. 
Why did Tom Keil wait till be· was Department Head to 
let it all hang out? 
Yes, tickets for Rich Little are five bucks, whether you 
get a table or top row in the bleachers- five bucks! 
Pub for Seniors 
To the Editors: 
WPI Newspeak Tuesday, Oct. 16, 197 
Facts About 
Dear Editor : 
As a student at Becker presently 
residmg in Bullock Hall, I should 
like to clear up a few of the 
misconceptions concerning the 
raid by a WPI rratem1ty on Sep-
tember 26. This raid was intended 
for fun, and 10 retaliation of a shght 
raid we pulled on them on Sep· 
tember 12. 
When the WPI Security were at 
Bullock it was believed that 
molasse> had been poured on the 
rugs, however this was not the 
case. What was thought to be 
molasses was later found to be 
coffee. There wouJd have been no 
problem to speak of, if water had 
not been mvolved. There were 
computer chips and instant coffee 
scattered on the noors merely to 
cause a few irritations. This would 
have eas1ly been handled if one 
person <and only one person> did 
not make contact with a fire ex-
tinguisher. Naturally, when the 
water from the fire exlingwsher 
met the coffee, quite a mess was 
created. 
At that time, everyone was so 
excited and wound-up that the 
entire situation was thrown out of 
proportion, as often happens in 
similar circumstances. As things 
calmed down and cleared up, we 
became aware of the fact that it 
wasn't as bad as we had first 
thought. True, there was quite a 
mess and it was rather disgusting, 
but at least the guys that raickd 
had the decency to come and clean 
1t up. I wonder how .nany other 
fraternities would be able to 
swallow their pride for an hour as 
these guys did. 
After over 3 years at WPI, I have 
hnally come to the pomt at which I 
must express my feelings •to the 
campus community. First, a 
comment on your journalism. 
Editor1als are not news but rather 
opimon and therefore shouJd not 
appear on the front page of a aewa -
paper. The editorial page shouJd be 
clearly labeled and found Within 
the body or the paper. It does 
naught but harm to interweave 
news and opinion. II you choose the 
front page as your editorial page, 
your paper shouJd be labeled an 
op1nion paper <OPINION 
SPEAK'?>. Enough on joumallsm. 
Commentary on Hiscox 
I suggest that prior to writing a 
story you inquire as to the true 
racts involved, not just what is said 
at the height of hysteria and Im-
pulse. And to clear your own mind, 
there is a difference between the 
Worcester Police and the City 
Detective Agency. Two members 
of the C.D A. (Becker's Security 
Guard th1s year) are who were 
present. 
I shouJd like to take issue with 
the editorial topic of an open 
campus bar. I would not like to see 
a bar or pub open to all students 
and faculty replace the present 
Intimate Goat's Head Pub. The 
present Pub has an atmosphere 
that its members find inviting 
Cjudgmg from the1r reguJar at-
tendance>. This wouJd surely be 
lost if the Pub is to open 1ts doors to 
all students. 
Seniors, more lban any other 
students, need an informal 
relationship with professors. In a 
year, they must be accepted by 
society as adults. They, for the 
most part, want to be prepared for 
th1s challenge and their 
relationship with the1r professors 
help them toward this goal 
Students 10 other clasS('S, on the 
other hand, are not so direcUy 
faced with their future career after 
WPI. What would be the1r purpose 
1n attending the Pub'? Would it be 
to commune with the1r professors, 
to commune w1th themselves or to 
get drunk? I am or the opinion that 
the1r purpose would for the most 
part be e1ther the second or third 
~ugg~ted. I would thmk this 
especially true of the freshmen. 
There 1s another question which 
should be raised with respect to the 
freshmen. Some of them have 
already proven themsleves, in my 
t.•yes, to lack the maturity expected 
of all members of the present Pub. 
Jo'or the unmformed reader. I refer 
to the antics of the freshmen of 
Oamels and Morgan at late hours 
on week nights. The yelling of 
obscenllies out of the wmdows of 
dorm1tor1es is not going to help 
anyone believe that the freshmen 
want to be treated as adults. 
I truly belie\'e that there are 
::.tudents m the cla!'!;C of '75. '76 
<lnd ·n who \\Ould e-nhance the 
~tmosphere of the Pub . But the 
1nOux of over four limes the 
numbt'1· of present frequenters 
\\OUid <'\'t•ntually d<'stroy the close 
mtunate a1r create-d by the now 
l11n1lt'd m<'mbershlp . 
To thP member:-; of the freshmen. 
!iOphomorl' and JUDior classes. 
cnn!•ad<'r tht' fact that. w1th few 
''Xct>pt1ons. ~ou w11l all be emors 
SQm(' day t...ers keep thl' Pub as 11 
~~. Tlwn ~ ou also can enJOY what 1s 
rl'l>t.'rn•d (OI that SJ)ee18) breed Of 
studt•nt. lht• sen101 . In my humble 
OJllniOil. lh \.\Orth the Walt. 
Smcerely. 
Bob Lmdber~ '74 
To the Editor : 
I am writing in response to the 
article "Psych Major Faults Men 
at WPJ." I so not wish to defend us 
men, only make a few comments. 
First of all, I think it could be 
said that we take the co-eds for 
granted. They make life at Tech 
bearable. I have noticed that a lot 
of them <most in fact> would be 
happy to go out with. Then why 
don't we'? 
First of all, there's a familiarity 
problem. A guy knows a bunch of 
the girls on a friendly day-in day-
out basis. The better you know a 
girl in this way, the less likely you 
are to ask her out. If you don't 
believe this, bow many guys do you 
know go out with lbe girl who lived 
next door at home? 
Another problem is the sire of 
WPI. I know someone will say 
"huh", so I will elaborate. tr a guy 
is going out with a co-ed, that 
means that for all practical pur-
poses he cannot bring an outside 
girl, much less another co-ed, to a 
Tech1e function. This is not a 
UMASS where people are easily 
lost. If you took out another chick 
your Techie co-ed would surely 
fmd out, and there would be a 
certam amount of heartburn m· 
volved. So one could say that if a 
guy is laking out a Techie, he sort 
of necessarily can only take out a 
Tech1e. I'm sorry, but that is not 
the most desireable thing in the 
world . Nothing agamst Tech co-
tds, but I feel better off having a 
little more freedom than that 
1m plies. 
Hiscox Asked 
for Sources 
Dear Ed1tors : 
I would like some information on 
th1s S Hiscox who wrote his own 
pr1vate psychoanalySIS of the WPI 
male. Mr. <or MS >Hiscox cla1ms 
that he c she> is a graduate student. 
Where IS this person studying? 
How many years has H1scox been 
studyml(? 
D1d S . H1scox talk to only one 
person on every campus studied or 
\\BS 1l just WPI? Psych majors 
usually use more than one source 
\\hen ~;tudymg a case. What makes 
WPI so special that we have one 
"•tnt>SS agamst us and none for us? 
tr S Hiscox is the type of 
graduate student that his 
anonymous graduate school is 
turn1nl( out. then the next 
~en<'rallon or psycbolog1sts are 
J,toing to be a sorry lot 
Sm<:er«.>ly. 
S . B. f-'me 
P S . Maybe Hiscox ought to 
apolog1ze to the WPI males mstead 
or hiS friend Lee. 
There is also another angle to the 
size problem around here you'd see 
the girl almost every day. At least. 
I can't speak for aU the guys, but 
when I first go out with a girl, I 
usually don't want to see her a 
couple times a day every day. And 
around here you really can't avoid 
lt. 
What S. Hiscox says about the co-
eds going out really doesn't sur-
prise me that much. But the 
problem seems to be greater than I 
had estimated. At the writing of the 
other article, less than 10 percent 
of the Techie co-eds had dates for 
Homecoming. That is bad, and 
probably will improve. 
Now for a little comment. I 
realize that jeans are easier to live 
in than skirts, but have you girls 
ever not1ced the reaction you get 
when you wear the skirts'? Skirts 
are being worn more, percentage 
wise I believe, than in years 
before. A guy is more likely to 
chase a skirt than a pair or baggy 
jeans. Most girls look better in 
skirts. 
Anyways enough of that . I just 
thought that someone should 
present these arguments or 
viewpoint, which I believe most 
will agree are valid. 
Name withheld upon request. 
Hiscox Praised 
To the Editor, 
My compliments on the 
publishing of what couJd be a break 
through in the psychology field . 
I'm referrmg to the letter from Ms . 
S Hiscox II hope 1 wasn't fooled by 
a prank letter.> It wouJd appear to 
me that her five classifications of 
WPI men with a little modification 
be made into a univenal law for 
all male college students, perhaps 
evf>n expanded m to the working. 
I'm sure that she didn't think of the 
working world yet as atutJies do 
keep one unaware of what it is like 
outs1de. But back to my original 
thought, The Hiscoxian Male 
College Student Classification 
System. Her last four classes Big 
talk No Action Man, The Shy One, 
Mr. Stud, and The Guy Who 
Doesn't Belong Here. are stan-
dards and can remain To make it 
un1versal I only Suggest some 
chan~e with the first class. As 
stated WPI would be Tech Turkey, 
Clark could be MR. Freak, Holy 
Cross Joe Jock, Ivy League·Peter 
Prepp1e the possibilities are 
unl1m1ted . Again my thanks for 
such an enlightening letter, 
perhaps when we engineers stop 
thmkin~ of easy stereotypes. we 
too w1ll be able to solve the worlds 
problems like the hberal arts 
people have been domg. 
Domen~c Forcella 
C'1v1l Grad . student 
Thank you for letting me speak 
my part. 
Sincerely, 
Name Withheld Upon Request 
Dorm Chairman 
Asks Help 
·ro the:, Editor : 
The Food and Dormitory 
Committee, tn the past has ex-
pended their limited energy on the 
cafeteria food and at the end of the 
year on the room lottery. The 
function as we see it, of this 
committee, is food service and the 
room lottery, but also of im-
portance is improvement in the 
residents' social life. To this end, 
we discussed the possibility of 
transformmg the wedge into a true 
social area, bar and aU. A dor-
mitory resident can only go to a 
few places, frat parties, the • 'B" or 
possibly some of the finer places 
around Worcester. This school 
seriously needs a real place for on-
campus and commuter students to 
go. This is one thing this committee 
is going to try to change. Your 
dorm reps need your help to ef· 
fectively decide on the direction 
we'll take. Give them any 
suggestions you might have. 
JohnSuomu 
Food and Dorm Chairman 
Refing Anyone? 
To the Ed1tor: 
The Worcester based Central 
Mass. Board of the Dtv1aion of 
Girls' and Women's Sport., wishes 
to invite any man or woman to 
attend the annual basketball clinic 
for officials. Any person, with a 
spectator knowlcdae of baaketbaJI 
who may be interested in ob-
taining a license to officiate girls' 
basketball games is encouraged to 
attend . There is a great need for 
qualified, rated ofCicials to serv1ce 
the colleges and high schools 10 the 
greater Worcester area. 
The clime will be held Mondays 
and Thursdays from October 29 • 
November 29 at BayPath 
VocatiOnal H1gh School, Mugget 
Hill Rd., Charlton, Mass Meetings 
w11l begin at 7:00 p.m. and end 
about 9:30 p.m 
A registration fee of $12.00 will be 
collected from each candidate. 
Th1s fee will include the price of the 
clmic, fmal exam and a wh1stle. 
Anyone attendmg should come 
dressed to off1c1ate <slacks and 
sneakers !. 
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More 
Letters 
E-F Reply 
'YSA on Mid-East 
Co-ed Comment 
It may he fortunate for you to 
ha'c found father ftgures 1n 
Bovnton I have to take ISSUE' w1th 
vo~r asst•rt1on that "a father doef:i 
i1ot t:hcnt h1s son". s•nce we are 
hemg cheated. I m1ght point out 
that we do have a reasonably 
strong breach of contract case 
;_1gamst the school. ln no way does 
th1s 1mply that I hold everythmg 
agamst Mr. Lloyd, Mr. Cochran or 
Dean Trask (or anyont> elsel 
personally. On the contrary, I like 
thl• people very much (f owe 
thanks to On. Trask for a persona! 
favor. l My loyalty is very much in 
._,xistcnce, that 1s why I feel I 
should try to right an injustice done 
to 1ts members. l reJect the not1on 
that we are the "ch1ldren" of the 
admimstrat1on. It may be this very 
eont•cpt that causes many of us to 
put up w1th unfairness. In ac· 
tuality, the administration is here 
to serve us; that's what we pay 
tht'm for! 1 do agree w1th your final 
conclus1on: "All we ask is that you 
come up with something you've 
The recent developments of the situation on the Mid·East and all of 
the pro-Israel propaganda that 1t has produced requires another look at 
Israel and Zionism. Israel is not a democratic state. It is a racist state 
based on the expulsion of the original Palestinian population and on the 
"historical right" of the Jews to maintain a specifically Jewish state •n 
Palestine. J>ttar Ed1tor : 
In respon!;e to the articles per-
tamm~ to women at WPI 10 last 
\H't•k's Nt'~ pt'ak, and various 
comml•nts heard th1s past week, 
\H' would hke to say a few words on 
our own behalr. · 
Some 1deas brought out in the 
articles were a little over-
uagJ,!erated merely to make 
obv1ous some of the problems that 
ex1!\t for women at what 1s sliiJ 
considered an all-male school. 
Just because we're students at 
WPI , many people don't consider 
u- to be as fem10me or as "or-
dmary" as other females. For 
example, recently one of us was 
buymg shtrls for her brother at a 
men's clothmg store downtown. 
Whtle writing out the check. the 
salesman pointblank asked her out 
to a concert that Wl-'ekend, and she 
accepted After going through the 
mlroduchons, etc., he asked her 
,.here she went to school. and 
procet'ded to guess by namm~ 
every other school and ho. p1taJ m 
lhl• area. When she f10ally told 
htm, h1s jaw hit the floor, but he 
ruana~ed to mumble, "Maybe 
somt• otht.>r weekend?" Hurt and 
upset by his reaction, she ripped up 
the check, blew 1t 10 his race. and 
walked out of lhe store empty-
handt>d. This exemplifies the 
treatment we get by outsiders; on 
campus we're thought or as 
someth1ng dtfferent. We're 
"buddtes", "ststers", and that's 
fme. but we want to be thought or 
as other g1rls are also. This doesn't 
mean having a date every weekend 
or havmg one date with a guy and 
t>xpecting to see h1m every day 
thereafter. It means havmg some 
semblance or a soctal hfe 
Thts IS our ma10 pomt, and we 
don 't thmk this 1s asking too much. 
Thank you very much 
Sincerely, 
'76 '7G '75 
j;tOl." 
Zionist colonization of Palestine was begun around 1900 by Jews from 
Eastern Europe. The Ziomsts supported Bnt1!'h 1mpenaJ rule in the M1d· 
East and rcce1ved support from the British toward their goal of creatmg 
an mdependent Jew1sh state. They opposed Arab independence 
movements and actually helped put down an Arab insurrection in 1939. In 
order to get control of Palestine, the Zionists bought land from absentee 
Br1tish and Arab landlords and evicted the Arabs occupying it. They also 
started "buy Jewish" and "Jt>wtsh labor" campaigns, effectively forcing 
many Arabs to leave Palestine. 
The mam means or secunng Palestme was forceable removal of the 
native population. Moshe Dayan, an lsraelli leader, bas said, "'Without 
1ron helmets and cannon, we would never have been able to plant a tree or 
bUild a house." Without consulting the Palestinians, the U. N. adapted a 
partition plan for Palestine in 1947, one year before the formation of the 
state of Israel Although thiS dectsion had been made with the approval of 
the Jews. who constituted only one-third of the population, the Zionist 
armed forces took over much of the territory that had been given to the 
Arab Palcstimans. Israel has not been content with control of Palestine, 
but has constantly sought to expand its territories. Israel joined in the 
English and French expedition against Egypt in 1956 to punish Nassar for 
the nationalization of the Suez Canal . JsraeiJi troops occupied much of the 
Sinai Penn insula and were only Withdrawn when Israel was pressured by 
John E . Bunzick England and France. Smce the s1x-day war of 1967, Israel has been OC· 
cupying much Arab temtory to its south and east and has not been willing 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • I to ncgot1ate over the return of this territory. 
e S d " The Jews do not have a "historical right" to Palestme. As early as 70 
e fU 8ftf e AD, three quarters of the Jewish population lived outside Palestine. The 
e &OfiFftm· lftf e native Hebrew community was gradually absorbed through in· 
Reply to Masque - Man 
• • termarnage during the following centuries, just as the Philistines, the 
• IEETIII : Phoenicians, and the other small clans of the area were. Thus, many of 
• • • today's Palestinians are to extent actually descendants of the Hebrews. 
• T lfltiiJ • On the other hand. the vast majority of Israelli Jews are of European 
To the Ed1tor: 
I would hke to take this op· 
portunity to commend the mem· 
lx>rs of the Masque - rather, to 
thank them - for withdrawing 
"The Myst£'ry of Moldy Manor," et 
al., as the1r tentative program 
selt'tllons for the1r ftrst production 
of the year. They have chosen to 
prl'!'>ent, m tht'ir stead, James 
Goldman's " The L1on m Winter," 
.md 1t 1s gratifymg to reahze that 
IllY arhcle may have acted as a 
spur to their program change. 
"l.ion m Winter" 1s ne1ther an 
easy play to produce nor perform 
1n, and the Masque' dec1sion to 
attempt it is both a s1gn of thetr 
courage and a boon to the WPI 
rommunily~I hope that they w111 be 
re\\arded Wtlh an aud1ence which 
m .s1ze and enthus1asm does JUStice 
to thetr efforts. 
A!> for B1ff S1mpson 's rt'ply to my 
art•cle. ther~ arc a few mac· 
curacit>s m h1s lettt>r that 1 would 
hke to poml out. There IS, first. his 
The Washington Univer sity-
Graduate School of Business 
Administration will interview 
at Holy Cross a nd Ca.rk 
University Friday, October 
26th (W. P. I. Fall Recess) The 
Suffolk University Graduate 
School of Administra tion will 
interview at OGCP Monday, 
Oc1ober 29th (2 p.m .-4 p .m.). 
lttHt-tJtHIIIfttiiiiiiiiWIIHIIIIINHttt' 
..... 3% +- 1 
Do rou 
belon1? 
YOU 
May be eligible to be a 1
1 member of this new and ex-
cittng club! 1 
We don't do anything, but i 
then again, who does here at : 
WPI? I 
Drop us n line, tell nq us why I 
YOU don't oelonq Ill Worcester I 
Tech IWP ll Send 10 Box l4l0 : 
Your name . soc1al security I 
number, PO Box number, 
computer nurnber meal card 
number . your class year, and -~ 
WI v you aon t belong I 
The central com mlltee will 
no~ttv you• I 
lllllllltltlllllllllllllllll 111111111111111111111111111 .. 
• Got 11 1113 • descent. . . · · 
• • ' • Arabs living in Israel are forced to hve rn separatecommunattes, and, 
reference to "Jtmmy Olsen, Cub 
Reporter" which l found dtfftcult 
to translate: 1£ he IS referring to 
my Inexperience as a newswriter 
he must be mtsinformed I have 
wr1tten for the WPI "'e~speak 
smcc I was a freshman, \\hen 11 
\\as called the Tl'ch 'J""'"· 
• 1:11 ,... • unt1l recently, were requ1red to have permits to travel. They are subject 
• L"L • to harrassment and arrest for expression of any views contrary to those 
• l•flfJ • of the Israelh government There are few oppor tunities for unskilled 
• Stmlllf loom • Arab laborers mlsrael and v1rtually none for skil)ed or white-<:ollar Arab 
:. • • • • • • • • • • • • •! workers. The Arabs livmg in the tea:ritories occupied si.nce the Six-day 
War are forced to stay 1n concentration camps for secur1ty reasons. The 
If. when Mr Stmpson wntes. 
"t\\o or M1·. L1ben'"' plays were 
brought up and 'rejected' so he 
•mmed1ately went on the ra~ .• ," 
he 1·cfers to two plays which I' 
wrote. he flatters me. bul I must 
sadly confess I have written no 
play at all: if instead he refers to 
two plays which l suRgested at a 
Masque meetmg, 1 must likewise 
conclude he is mismformt"d, since I 
am not a member of the Masque 
and have suggested no plays The 
truth 1s that my artrclt• mentioned 
three excellent plays, three plays 
out of a total of ten that were, in-
deed. rt>jected by a vote of the 
l\1a. que. 
"Cuckoo's Nest." for Mr. Simp· 
son's mformation, has a cast 
rt•qUtrement of fht', not seven. 
gu·ls, and may be pt'rformed w1th 
as lew as four. They do 1t that way 
at thc Charles Playhouse. 
I wus grattfied to discover that 
Mr S1mpson admits he at least 
gl-'ts my pomt, and I would be more 
than happy to follow his su~gestion 
and 1>rev1ew the Masque's 
produt'tlons in th1s newspaper ll1s 
d<•ar. though. that it is Mr. Stmp-
son. not 1, who allowed the poant to. 
as he put it, "become obscurred m 
the melee of pseudo·fact and 
fantasy.'' 
Oavtd Jay Liben 
The 23rd Psalm 
OJ an E nJ?ineer ,s Sweetheart 
Verily I say unto you, marry not an engineer. 
For an engineer is a strange bemg, and is possessed of many evils. 
Yes, he speaketh eternally in parables which he caUeth formulae. 
And he weildeth a big slick which he calleth a slide rule, 
And he hath but one bible, a handbook 
He thinketh only of stresses and strains, and without end or ther-
modynamics. 
He showeth always a serious aspect, and picketh his seat in a car by the 
springs therem, and not by the damsel. 
He doth not know a waterfall except by 1ts horsepower, not a sunset ex-
cept that he must turn on the light, nor a damsel except by her live 
we1ght . 
Always he carrieth hiS books with him, and he entertaineth his 
sweetheart w1th steam tables 
Verily, though his sweetheart expecteth chocolates when he callelh she 
openeth the package but to display samples of iron ore. 
And he ktsseth her only to test the viscosity of ht>r lips. 
For m h1S eyes there shineth a faraway look that is ne1ther love nor 
longmg - rather a vam attempt to recall a formula . 
Th<•re 1s but one wav to his heart. and that IS X plus Y equals Z and \\hen 
hts damsel wrttest of lovt> and stgneth w1th crosses. he taketh these 
S\'m bois not for kisses, but rather for unknown quantities. 
E\ , • .; us a hoy he pullcth a girl's hair to t<'StltS l'last1caty . 
Uut u::o a man hP discovt>reth different devices for h(• C{)UniPth tht> 
\ lhrations or ht•r hearl strmgs : 
\nd ht' t•t·keth ever to pursue hts sctentrfic mvest1gat1ons. 
~:\ t•n h1s own h('art fluttermg he counteth '-'" a vision of bNIUI), and en· 
sc11ht.•th u formul.1 tht•rcfor. 
\nd 111~ rnarriagl• 1s as a simultan(>()us t•quauon 10\'0iving 1\\o unkno\\OS, 
• md ) wldtng dt\ t•rst• rt•sults. 
Jews of Palestm1an ongm llvmg in Israel are also second class citizens. 
Although they do not experience nearly as much racial prejudice as the 
Arabs do, they hold a definitely lower economic posttion than do Jews of 
European origin. 
The Arab people are fightmg for a just cause_ They are fighting for 
separation of the Palesllman refugees and the self-determination of the 
Arab people without the influence of outside nations. Israel has been 
firmly agamst self-determination, even when her own interests have not 
been mvolved. For example. Israel supported France during the Algerian 
War, gave Br1tian spec1al air privileges during the lraqui revolution of 
1958, and supported lhe U. S. in the Vietnamese War. . . 
The enemy of the Palestinians is not the Jewish people, but Z1omsm. 
Z1omsm has also fai led the Jews. It has not created a haven for the Jews, 
but mstead a military state. It has protected Jews from Anli-Semi llsm, 
but instead often fostered it. It has created a Jewish state with all the 
problems of modem capitalism: unemployment, inflation, racasm, and 
povt'rty, at the expense (If making the Jews the oppressors o_f the 
Palestlman people. The onJy answer to lhe Middle-East problem as ~e 
umf1cation of the Arab and Jewish peoples In a non-secular democratic 
soc1allst state in Palestme. 
Worcester Tech Young Socialist Alliance 
The Quiet Room? 
So th1s is the quiet room. 
1 have sought long Cor a place that is public yet almost uninhabited. 
n us is where she is most likely to come. 
U she exists. . 
The milk shake blender in the adjoining snack bar is giving a qwet 
scream and getting a static response from the T V., some sports game 
on top of it aU. . 
Voices babble by, masculine. I think this is a decent spot to fmd her. . 
The Reily dorm coed, is right up stairs. She will seek escape and qwet 
conversation. She w1ll go to a place like this. 
She will be quiet joy. 
Wise but nol jaded. 
A breathtaking explosion of almost-visible brightness. 
If she ex1sts, if she comes here, if we meet. 
What w11l I do? 
Act natur •• WAIT! 
soft footsteps 
Slow pulse, that's an order. 
Lake a beautiful wild animal she will nee if come upon abruptly. 
She, if it Is her. is nearing. 
~~eone has beat the jukebox into an overloud raunchy acid rock fit. 
The footsteps are receding and I cannot pursue. 
· that would chase her even faster. 
1 am lost. ar that "'as her. . 
well 
lt 's quil'l ngam 1 rear there IS an aching loneliness common to all men. 
She f<'cls it too. 
u brother would smJI(> w1th his heart on hts brother it would not be near so 
had · 
I\.twac aMntn , hard,loud and glarmg, 1 must flee also. 
l\tayht• l'Otnt'\\ht'rc elst> Will lw right. 
II ~Ill' t'XI"' .• 
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Pledging Results GOOD LIVING II : EATING b) 1.~ Garrison 
One thing that my one-time apartment mate, Jerry, and I enjoy 
was eating; but on our home front, dinner was often a chancy affair. 
refngerator being perpetual) y filled with beer, and the shelves 11o 
hooch, our supply of non·liquid food was apt to be slim. But, we survtv 
and in the process learned the art of creative epicurianism. 
Salurdny, October 1:\, was ·'the 
first possible pledgmg date" for 
freshmen under the new open rush 
systt·m. About 183 freshmen <34 
pcrcl·nt I pled~ed a fratermty at 
th1s t1me. Although some may 
lhmk that rush 1s O\'er, I remind 
~ ou that 1t runs throughout the 
Yl'ar nnd that October 13 was th& 
f1rst poss1ble pledge date. If you 
w1sh to pledge a house thereafter, 
s<'<' the rush chatrman of that 
house and he w1ll mak<' the proper 
nrranl(t'menLS It 1s mteresling 
to note that although 45 percent of 
tht• freshman class reee1ved at 
lt•ast one bid, only :N percent 
plt•dged a house. 
Alpha Epstlon Pt 
Henry Katz 
Davtd Kelly 
Robert Midura 
Davtd Orestein 
Cameron Watson 
Alpha Tau OmeCJa 
Gary Anderson 
Robert Car ll 
F ito Chandeck 
Chris Cocain 
Robert Collentro 
Paul Curdo 
Mark DeVoe 
Steve Dunstan 
Donald Gibbons 
Robert Grillo 
Jeff Harrington 
David Hawley 
Kevin Healey 
R tchard. Hopkinson 
Joseph Kllar 
John Kopchik 
Chris ·Lawler 
Henr;t LeBlanc 
Len Ltguore 
J Clayton Ney 
Robert Prettyman 
James Rucci 
Mtchael Schesser 
Richard Sleep 
Brtan Stratouly 
Oelta Sigma Tau 
'Ttmothy Ascani 
Mark Deutsch 
George Dube 
William Hatzls 
Miki Heikkilla 
Ro"'ert Horton 
Robert Howard 
Edwin Knight 
John Kublewicz 
Cratg Laub 
James Leary 
David Lesheskl 
James Mickol 
Steven Russell 
Greg Scott 
Edward Smith 
Paul Wtttman 
Lamba Chi Alpha 
Conrad Abrahamsen 
Francis J. Aquadro Ill 
Robert Boyd 
Henry Comosse 
John Dyer 
Dave Fisher 
Enc Hertz 
Mart<. Laviolette 
David Long 
Peter Wiberg 
Phi Gamma Delta 
Roman Andrianowycz 
David R . Boltn 
Robert L . Braswell 
Manuel DeCarvalho 
Albert Defusco 
Dan1el Funk 
Edward Goldstick 
Edward Holmes 
Lindsay Joachim 
Peter Kane 
Peter Kent 
LOUIS Klem 
Wtlliam Lee 
E II tot Lindquist 
Willard MacFarland 
Robert Medeiros 
Mark Meunier 
Chris Morosas 
Charles Rheault 
Wdltam Scothon 
Bruce Smith 
Gary Snell 
Steven Sweeny 
DcWtd Vogt 
Jeff Wessels 
Phi Kappa Theta 
Jeff Baumer 
Brian Belltveau 
Michael Bittle 
Dave Blackstone 
Jeff Bryant 
Jim Buffi 
Jeff Burek 
John Carbone 
Tom Chesser 
Rich Clapp 
Mike Connor 
Bob Dolan 
Ken Fox 
Tom Grautski 
Paul Howard 
Jon Hammarstrom 
Mtke Mahoney 
Paul Meyers 
Reed Mosher 
Mtke O' Leary 
Tom Pelis 
Ed Peek 
AI Ramos 
Ralph Sacco 
Fred Sowa 
Nick Shabanoff 
William Shoop 
Steve Suba 
Phi Sigma Kappa 
James Albright 
Anthony Antuono 
Brian Barnoski 
Gary Babin 
Joseph Calaotone 
Stephen Coleman 
W i lliam Cunningham 
James Fisher 
James Gado 
David Hancox 
Glenn Higginbotham 
James Howe 
Brian Huff 
Arthur Hyde 
John LaPlante 
James Lunney 
Bernard N•edzielski 
John Nyquist 
George Olear 
Walter Peterson 
Ernest Poulats 
Theodore Pytel 
Daniel Rodrigues 
Stgma Alpha Epsilon 
Paul Avakian 
Fred Baker 
R tCh Bissonnette 
Mike Bloom 
Ken Burns 
Charles Cherurnski 
Gary Furtek 
Jtm Girouard 
Dan Hoch 
Roger Lemos 
John Livingston 
Gary Loeb 
Anthony Marrese 
Joseph Sireci 
Geary Siroonian 
Robert Stack 
Ted Tamborro 
Chris Thomas 
Bruce Tourtellot 
Charles Winters 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Chuck Johnson 
Doug Morse 
Sigma Pi 
Wayne Ctvmshas 
Bill Cloutier 
Scott Davidson 
Tom Edwards 
Bill Emerson 
William Esakov 
Bruce Gordon 
Gary Wnek 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
Mark Babtneau 
Ray Betterinf 
Btll Collier 
Mike Doyle 
Jeff Firestone 
Tony Granata 
Mark Gould 
Jeff Lizotte 
Mark Mcintosh 
Mattea Naclerta 
Cliff Parizo 
Jack Rosenfield 
Ken Varnum 
Jeff Wilson 
Theta Chi 
Bruce Baldwin 
Kevin Brady 
Dan Laliberti 
Dale Lander 
Joseph Luongo 
Erik Macs 
Scandanavia 
Scandmavian Semmar ts now 
acceptmg apphcahons for its study 
abroad program in Denmark, 
Fmland, Norway. or Swl>den for 
tht• academ1c year 1974 1975 This 
hvmg·and-learnmg experience is 
deStftned for college students. 
graduates and other adults who 
want to become part of another 
t ulture wh1le acquiring a second 
lan~tuage. 
Fmal Sessions, durmg whtch the 
American and Scandinavian 
Program D1rectors work closely 
w1th each student on matters 
related to hts studies, experiences 
and progress. The focus of the 
Semmar program IS the student's 
Independent Study Project in his 
spec1al f1eld of mtcrest. An to-
creasing number of Amencan 
colleges and universities are 
g1v1ng full or partial cred1t for the 
St'mm3r year. 
An m1t1al three weeks language 
tourse, followed by a famtly stay, 
"11l g1ve the student opportumty to 
pract1ce the language on a daily 
has1s and to share m the life of the 
community. For the maJOr part of 
the year he 1s separated from his 
fellow American students, hvmg 
.1nd study1ng among Scan· 
dmav1ans at a "People's College" 
lrC"Idential school for contmumg 
adult educatton 1 or some other 
specwhzed mst1tutton 
All Scmmar participants meet 
at the Introductory, Midyear and 
The fee. covermg tu1tion, room, 
board, one-way group trans-
portation from New York and aU 
toursc-connected travels in 
Scandmavia is $3,000. A limited 
numher of scholarshtp loans are 
. available. 
For further mformallon please 
wntt> to: SCANDINAVIAN 
SEM INAR, 100 East 85th Street, 
New York, N Y. 10028. 
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"moochmg." 
Creative epicurianism, in the "Cheap Thrills" tradition is sim 
another way to get the best of life. Like other games, it requires strat 
and in stmplest form is ''Miximim" - whtch is Polisci parlance 
"getting the most goodies with the least eCfort " 
One begms creative eptcur1amsm by dropping in at h1s parent 
houst>, or h1!! roommate's parent's house, at certam hours. These ho 
of course, are the ones durmg which dinner is being served. The 
creative ep1cure will time his arrival to coinc1de wtth the beginnang of 
meal and leave precisely at the end. He should never be caught set 
the table or washing the dishes; such servile acts would immediat 
brand h1m as "beggar." 
Creative epicurianism, you see, must be performed with poise. Th 
is a ct-rtam elan about the creative epicure, a certain look - usu 
hungry. A creative epicure dines at his parent' abode Sunday artern 
at his roommate's parents' Sunday evening, and in the Pub cad 
pretzels Sunday night. He never, in his arduous quest for goodies, shps 
poise: he remains aloof from the dishes- especially when his roomm 
does the cooking. 
Creative ep1cur1anism requires more than potse during the pohlt 
season, when one must a cqulre statesmanship. Any creative epicure 
poise can consume six hot dogs and a six-pack of beer at the Democr 
Headquarters opening: it takes a statesman to hop across town for 
second round at the Republican headquarters. the true epicure 
politically a vide: he attends all rallies for all candidates, no matter 
low their political importance-as long as refreshments are served. 
But no matter how poised the creative epicure is, he will be forced 
times to eat his own cooking Most epicures wllltherefore, in the inte 
of their own health , learn how to cook It ls remembered when fri 
Jerry burst into the room one Sunday afternoon with a bag-full 
groceries announcing: "Tonight, Gaelic Surprise." This "surpri• 
although a secret formulation , was rumored to contain such unsa 
ingredients as: nutmeg, mutton, dried snails, hamburger helper, and 
qu~rts of A&P <WEO> beer. 
Despite occasional setbacks of this sort or worse in the case 
Garrison's Special Chili we managed to remain healthy. We 
learned some of the Carious nuances of creative epicurianism - for 
stance, that women are generally better cooks than men. And our par 
never had to ask "Guess who'scoming to dinner?" 
\ 
The Tech campus cutie is 
returnmg for another year of 
giving good adv1ce and good t1mes 
to you turkeys. I may be over 80, 
but I'm hippier than any guy on 
campus, mcluding that female 
1mperl'Onator, Miss Deb. You ask 
ho~ do I know that Miss Deb's a 
dude? Well , for one, did you ever 
see a ptcture of thts Deb character 
prtnled mthe paper? The old Bag's 
p1cture appears with every 
column. Besides, the M1ster met 
Deb at the Goat's Head one night 
and she coaxed him into bed. You 
can guess the rest. The poor old 
geezer's ticker went before hts 
dicker and Mtss Deb's cover was 
blown. 
lf there's anything else you want 
to know about, just ask the Bag. 
Chances are I've done tt, honey . I 
can offer some help for my female 
readers, too. I've had a lot of ex-
perience with Tech men and I know 
all the1r ms and outs. Here's a 
sample of my recent correspond-
ence: 
Dear Bag, 
I ~as down the Pub the other day 
and met a real mce guy the fellas 
called Tuna. Who is he? 
Willie 
Dear W1llle, 
He can best be described by 
spellln~ hts name backwards. H 
you have any trouble trying to do 
th1s, go ask the English Dept. 
some help. It might lead 
humanities sufficiecy 
Dear Bag, 
I've heard dat some memba's 
da football team are not on da 
ya know. Is dis rumor true? And 
$0, does dts affect deir pia 
ab1lity? 
Dear Dummy, 
Are you sure you're not on 
football team? 
Dear Bag, 
I'm worrted. One of my b 
told me that tf I kiss a girl she'll 
pregnant . Is thts ture? Please 
me soon, because I've been hoi 
back evt'r since l came to T 
<two years ago> . 
Dear Puck, 
Your fr1end was absolut 
correct. But never rear, bee 
you can buy some things at 
drug store to prevent thts A 
breath spray or a large wad 
chewmg gum will keep your 
out of trouble. 
That's all the goodies 
creeps will let me print this 
Next ttme 1 hope to have 
letter here. Just shp tllo : The 
Box 2472. See you next Tues 
sweeties. Keep on Truckin' 
whatever 
·:··································1 
: If you did not receive an lntersession i 
:Registration Form, please see Mrs. Kay in : 
:Boynton 211 between the hours of 9:00a. m. : 
,..and 12 : 00 noon. • 
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In the Public Interest 
8y Ralph Nader 
WA SHINGTON- Sixteen y~ar 
old Carl Ferrigno was Sttting In a 
parked car one night lc.st month 
alongside a rood near Rochester, 
New York, when a police car ap· 
prooched him thinking a motorist 
ne~ded assistance. Suddenly he 
toolt off with the police car in hot 
pursuit. Six milu down the rood, 
Carl crashed fatally into a power 
pole. Neither drugs nor alcohol 
were Involved. Apparently, the 
high school student panlclted, 
believing h~ would lose his junior 
operator's license which perm ltted 
him to drive only during daylight 
hours. 
ln Minneapolis, two persons In 
a car were killed early lost year 
when a vehicle being pu,ued by 
police crashed Into their 
automobile. 
Last month , a Portland, 
Oregon, patrolman was killed in a 
four-car craah during a hirh speed 
chase that began when pollee 
spotted a speeding vehicle. 
Three Innocent pedestrians 
~·ere killed - two by the fleeing 
vehicle and one apparently by the 
pollee car in hot pursuit - In 
Washington, D. C., three years 
ago. 
Theee are traric episodes 
which occur frequently throughout 
the country in high-speed police 
chases of motorists. a J 968 study by 
the Phyaicians for Automotive 
Safety (PAS) (Newark, N. J.) 
estimated that 500 Americans lose 
their llvet every year during such 
pursuits- most of them Innocent 
bystanders, or frightened or 
apeedlnR motorists and their 
passengers. 
A little-read study com· 
<Cont. from pg. 1 l 
Pf'Ople 
The Class of 1977 is the first to 
enter under the Negotiated 
Admissions Plan. The seH· 
adm1ssion program was designed 
to attract the motivated student 
sufficiently mature to make his 
own decis1ons and assume 
responsibility for his own 
educational progress. From first 
Impressions of the new freshman 
class, we believe that we have 
succeeded 
Not often do we find the con· 
tinu1ty or the WPI tradition so well 
exemplified as in the Class or urn. 
This year, we find three freshmen 
who are the third generation to 
attend WPI : Stuart N Merrell Is 
the son of R1chard K. Merrell, '44 
and ~randson of the late George R. 
Martin, '06. Er1c H. Thompson's 
father IS Donald W. Thompson, '50 
and h1s grandfather was Harold W 
Thompson. '19. James A. F1sher's 
rather IS Arthur L. F1sher, '51 and 
h1s grandfather Is Earl L. Fisher, 
'15 
David T . Hawley and relatives 
must top the list of WPI alumn1 in 
one fam1l) lhs father 1s Bradford 
Ha,,ley. '51, h1s grandfather IS C 
Freeman Hawley. '23, and h1s late 
~rent-grandfather was Charles T 
llawley, '98 !a patent attorney who 
handled many of Dr. Robert 
Goddard's rocket patentsl Dav1d 
also has two alumni uncles, Rev. 
Walker T. Hawley, '3\ and the late 
Luther W Hawley, '08, and a 
d1stant cousin, the·late R1chard J 
Df':trborn. '03 ll is encouragmg to 
know that these fam1lies contmue 
to beheve in a WPI education. 
Professor Harit MaJmudar has 
been appotnted head of the 
Department of Electr1cal 
EnAmeermg as a successor to Dr. 
Glen A Richardson. Glen, after 16 
years of service, will leave us 10 
January to become Chairman of 
Electrical Engineering and 
Phys1cs at R.Qse.Hulman ln:.titute 
of Technology m Terre Haute. 
Indiana i\n extension of the step 
taken by Pres1dent Charles 
Thompson 10 1882. 
Gardner P1erce has been 
assigned responsibility for 
I :u1ldmgs and Grounds as D1rector 
of Phys1cal Planmng & Plant 
Serv1ces. This formalizes a very 
clos<' Interaction between planmn~ 
mlssloned by the Department of 
Transportation ( DOT) estimated, 
In the absence of any systematic 
data, that anywhere from 50,000 to 
500,000 "hot" pursuits occur each 
year with about 6 ,000 to 8,000 of the 
purtuits resulting In crathes. 
Generally concurring with the PAS 
fatality figure&, the DOT study 
added that some 2500 to 5,000 ad· 
ditional persons rece1 ve 10me type 
of Injury annually. 
There are three school• of 
thought about what to do with the 
"hot" pursuit problem. One, 
espoLUed by many pollee officials, 
Is that hot pursuLt Ia neceuary for 
law enforcement and mu1t be left 
up to the discretion of the 
patrolman subject to general 
administrative guide lines. This 
viewpoint recommend• no change. 
Another approach says that 
"hot" pursuit thould be an option 
to catch dangerous felons, but that 
clear rest ructions should be placed 
on the officers decision to initiate, 
conduct or terminate a pursuit. 
For example, the officer would be 
permitted to purtue only for ob-
served felons, limit his speed to 20 
mph over posted limits, stop at 
intersections, and maintain a loud. 
siren to alert innocent byttanders 
and motorists. 
A third approach emphasize• 
engineering remedies such aa 
spud governors on all vehicles 
except police vehicle•. radioing 
ahead, use of road blocks, and even 
the development of remote ignition 
Interrupt systems. 
From the a voila blfl! in· 
/ormation on "hot" pursuits, lt Is 
clear the majority of them Involve, 
on the one hand, motorists who 
and operations that has developed 
over the past two years. At the 
same time the Dean of Student 
Affairs has been given respon· 
sibiJity for Security. So much of the 
activity of our Security Force 
relates to students that this step 
seemed appropriate as a con-
current act1on. 
By these reassignments, David 
Lloyd as Vice President for 
Business Affairs will have more 
time to focus on financial planning, 
investment management, cost 
control, and business mteraclions 
with our sister schools, Clark and 
Holy Cross. I hope this will be one 
more step in optimizing the efforts 
or each of us lo assure the viability 
or WPI. 
Women are increasingly v1sible 
on campus, 40 in the Class of 'Tl, -
the largest entering group yet. In 
addition we are pleased that Dr. 
Sandra West has jomed the 
Department of Mathematics ; Miss 
Amy Schneller, the Adm1ss1ons 
Office. Lest you forget they join a 
~oodly number of women 
professionals already on our staff: 
P1·ofessors Mary llardell of 
Computer Sc1ence. JoAnn Manfra 
of H1story, Betty Hoskms of L1fe 
Sc1ences. and Carmen Brown. 
Rl•ference · L1branan . Registrar 
Carol Curran. and m Univers1t} 
Rl-lat1ons, Norma Larson. Director 
of Records and Services and 
Patricia Grego1re , Research 
01rector. 
That we are making profo(ress in 
th1s area was made quite clear by 
the recent E. I duPont de Nl'mours 
Company's gift in recognition and 
support of our efforts to brmg 
women students mto engineermg 
National surveys placed WPI third 
'" women enrollment among 
engmeering schools last year. 
Dean Ray Bolz and wtfe Jean are 
now fully settled at 15 Regent 
Street. Ray's experience, 
judgment, and energy are already 
helping all of us. In their own 
fnendly and warm-hearted way 
they are already noted for the 
number of people they know, and 
for the1r comm1tment to the1r new 
<.'ollege and community. 
,\<'adl'mir Affairs 
Cross-registration with other 
colleges m the Worcester Con· 
sortJUm continues to grow The 
addition of a shuttle bus route to 
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pan ic. are fr ighten ed or are 
engaged in trivial misbeha vior, 
and, on the other hand, throttle· 
happy officers who ache to give 
chase. One SyracuSI pollee official 
told me that his problem was in the 
large port immature patrolmen 
who were only a few years 
removed from the jaclt·rabblt 
teenagers they enjoy chasing 
Since the hope for prevention 
of this wild traffic situation Is more 
llltely to be with the pollee than the 
fleeing motorist, who is by 
definition actina Irrationally, 
precise re1tralnts should be placed 
on patrolmen by their superiors. 
Until proven engineering remedies 
are available, the second approach 
noted above maltea the most lm· 
mediate sense. It maltes sense, 
that is, short of outriRht prohibition 
of all "hot" pursuits on the ground, 
that it is better to let even a felon 
temporarily escape than provolte a 
hurtling vehicle that has a high 
llltelfhood of harming Innocent 
people as well as the purtuing 
police. 
Legal recourse by Innocent 
victims against the government for 
groundleu and reckless pu,uit 
will prod police officials to 
establish and enforce such 
restrictions. Although tuch 
recourse is almost Impossible to 
obtain presently, reforms can be 
Instituted. 
Some police departments ace 
increasingly sensitive to the 
hazards of unjuat(/led purtufts; 
others are not. All could bone/it 
from the energies of focused 
citi.un action. To find out about the 
situation in your area, contact your 
local or state pollee department 
and, for more general In/ormation, 
write to the International 
Aaociatfon for Chief• of Police, in 
Washington. D. C. 
Worcester State has helped 
broaden the necessary base. At the 
same time the Consortium Office 
has moved to Worcester Center 
after 5 years on the WPI campus -
an attempt to avoid identification 
with any single member college. 
WPI and Holy Cross have agreed 
to establish a cooperative 3·2 
program. As part of 1t, a student 
completes the first three years in 
liberal arts at Holy Cross, then 
follows up wtth full lime 
engineering study in tbe fourth and 
fifth year at WPI. Holy Cross wiU 
award a B.A., WPI a B.S. in 
Engineering. Of particular value is 
the overlap in studies that can 
occur because of the nearness of 
the two institutions. We are ex· 
ploring similar programs with 
women's colleges in the northeast. 
Once again the American Society 
of Electrical Engineers Erfective 
Teaching Institute for New 
England will be headed by WPI 
faculty ; this time by Professors 
Peura, Demetry and Hall. It is 
good to see faculty contributions in 
this and m other professional 
societies around the country. The 
national ASEE meetmg at Ames, 
Iowa was a particularly fine 
example. Our faculty papers were 
so ~ood that the Umversity of Lyon 
requested to send a faculty "in· 
tern" to observe the Plan. 
A cooperat1ve program has been 
launched Lo exchange faulty 
hetween WPI , Holy Cross, and 
C'lark, termed th<' "In-town Sab· 
batical ,'' The plan calls for a hall· 
year exchange No salary or living 
arrangement adjustment is 
necessary The participants will 
become full time faculty members 
of the ~-:uest college. The program 
IS funded by The Andrew W. Mellon 
Foundation grant and carries a 
special st1pend for scholarly 
development. Hopefully 1t w.U lead 
to greater faculty interaction and 
cooperation . 
Exchanges are mcreasing, too, 
w1th European institutions. We are 
especially pleased to have three 
students gomg to the Sw1ss Federal 
Institute of Technology c ETH > in 
Zur1ch this wmter The1r intensi,•e 
study or German tn Switzerland as 
preparat1on ror all classes m that 
language w1ll be supported by the 
Peter J . Frank Scholarships. Our 
first student from ETH Is already 
on campus. 
Campus Communications 
A new communications media 
has been established on campus, a 
weekly newsletter called Monday 
Memo. Hopefully terse but in· 
formative, this on-campus 
publication provides a capsulized 
summary of news of interest to 
faculty , staff and students. Con-
tributions from readers are en· 
couraged. Monday Memo should 
help reduce the volume of in· 
dividual internal messages and 
memos that flood the campus. 
Another means of com· 
municating even more rapidly, 
although to a smaller audience, is a 
cable TV message system lo TV 
momtors in the library, student 
lounges, and academic depart· 
ments. Announcements of events 
or even special outside programs 
can thus quickly reach a wide 
audience. This is but one of the 
services available as a result of 
campus-wide TV cables installed 
last year under the direction of 
Professor Ken &ott. 
\lumni Mfalr'i 
The WPI Alumni Fund and the 
WPI Journal both received awards 
for excellence at the annual 
meetmg of the American Alumni 
Council this summer. The Fund 
won first place for alumni fund 
improvement among all 
professlona I and specialized 
schools in North America. The 
award mcluded a cbeck for $1,000 
from the U S Steel Foundation 
D1rector of AJumm Affairs, Steve 
Hebert accepted the award from 
WPI. The Journal's award for 
1mprovement m alumni magazine 
pubhshmg was accepted by Editor 
Russell Kay. He and the Alumni 
Publications Committee have 
created an exciting magazine. 
In addition, awards were 
received for our President's 
Advisory Council announcement 
and our admissions publication 
" Prof1le for Personal Growth " 
The Plan to Restore the Balance 
1s moving ahead with over $6 
m1lhon of the 5 year goal of $18.5 
m11lion in hand Trustee in· 
volvement and work has been 
remarkable. Milton Higgins and 
Paul Morgan have both traveled to 
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the mid-west seeking gold for WPI. 
Others have arranged In· 
troductions with ro~mdation of· 
ficials and corporation leaders. 
Active in the day to day operations 
of the campaign are: Walter L. 
Abel, Elden L. Auker, Carl W. 
Backstrom, James J . Clerkin Jr., 
John W. Coghlin, Robert Cushman, 
Irving J . Donahue Jr., Gerald 
Finkle, Raymond J. Forkey, 
Howard G. Freeman, Joseph 
Glasser, 0. Vincent Gustafson, 
Robert D. Harrington, James N. 
Heald II, Milton P. Higgins, 
George L. Hogeman, Erling 
Lagerholm, Paul S. Morgan, 
Daniel F . O'Grady, H. Ladd 
Plumley, WiiJiam W. Rawstron, J . 
S. Ribeiro, Francis C. Rooney Jr. , 
Robert F . Stewart, Robert W 
Stoddard, Rtchard Walberg, and 
Howard C. Warren. 
Our lime table calls for the 
completion of Corporation 
solic1lalion of Worcester and New 
England industries by year end. 
The fo'uture 
The challenge to private colleges 
became even clearer last week. In 
a sense agreeing with our earlier 
predictions on the college student 
pool, the Carnegie Commission on 
Higher Education estimates the 
following : 
1. A 7.6 percent from 
enrollments expected this fall and 
a 6.8 percent drop from enrollnents 
expected in fall 1974 
2 Instead of an expected 
enrollment increase of SO percent 
from 1970 to 1980; an enrollment 
mcrease ·or 32 percent. 
3. Non-degree credit enrollment 
will grow while regular degree 
credit enrollment drops off 
This challenge has been well met 
by WPI the past three years, 
probably because of the WPI Plan. 
Now even more intensive eflorts 
will be needed to assure that we 
draw a larger share than ever 
before to Worcester and the 
educat1onal benefits of WPI. 
With your continued support and 
commitment backing up the efforts 
of so many people on campus, I 
beheve we will succeed. 
Smcerely, 
George W. Hazzard 
President 
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The Boynton Bunch 
b) \\. T. Lo" ther 
Oa\ld l.IO) d - Huy nton IU:i 
\itt Prtsldt.nt or Husint' Mfairs-Ttusurt.r 
Mr. l.loyd carnes the load of managing and allocatmg the fmancial 
re~ourn' of WPI. Admm•stratively he heads the following areas; The 
Bu:>mess Off1ce, The Bursar's Office, Personnel Relations, Auxihary 
Operations, OH·Campu:. Property - Th1s 1s JUSt outs1de contacts. 
THE lt\COMPARABLE CHRIST 
More than nmeteen hundred 
)'ears ago there was a M.an born 
contrary to the laws of hfe. This 
Man lrved 10 povert) and was 
rearl'd 10 obscurtty. He d1d not 
travel extensively. Only once d1d 
lit> cross the boundary or the 
country m \\hich He hved; that 
was durml( His ex1le in childhood. 
By llavmg the job of school treasurer as well as business affa1rs, Mr. 
Lloyd 1:. '•tal an the areas of policy. mvestments, purchasing. over all 
budgetin~ and coordination of WPI's hnances. 
Thoma~ J. Ouney - Boynton %08 
\ ' ict. Prt.sldt'nl of l!ninrslty Relations 
Mr Denney heads the fund raismg branch or WPI. Probably the 
eqUivalent of a sales manager m mdustry, Mr. Denney has the respon· 
s•b•hty of getlmg the name of WPI widely known and in a favorable light. 
Working with Admissions Mr. Denney's services belp to recruit new 
studt'nls. H1s main busmess, however , is to contact, convince, then coiled 
from pt>aple, funds, organizations. and interested groups outside of WPI 
who have spare funds for donatmg. 
lie possessed nCilher wealth nor 
influence. Hrs r elat1ves were in· 
con&p•cuous. and had ne1ther 
tramrnr:~ nor formal education. 
In infancy He startled a king; in 
childhood tit' puzzled doctors: in 
manhood He ruled the course of 
nature, walked upon the billows as 
1f pnv<'ments, and hushed the sea 
lo sl(.'ep 
Ray K Boltz - Boynton 201 
\ 'ice President ud Dean of the Facult.) 
Perhaps one or the least known yet most important of the Boynton 
Bunch IS Mr. Boltz. But since he is new, as of July '73, his relative ob· 
scurity should soon change. The respons1b1hties of Mr. Boltz cover all of 
the academiC areas of WPI from undergraduate policy to the Alden 
Research Labs. The h1r1ng of faculty and the discontinuation of courses 
arc largely h1s responsibility. Reporting to Mr. Boltz either directly or 
indirectly are these art'as: The Faculty - All Department Heads, 
Graduate Stud1es, Undergraduate Studies, Research, Projects, Con · 
tinumg Education. Alden Research Laboratones, ROTC, Audio·\'isual, 
L1brary, WACC, Registrar, Advismg & Schedulmg. 
lit• h(.'aled the mult1tudes w1thout 
, nwdi<:IIH' and made no charge fo'i 
llrs sc.•n·rce. 
II • never "rote a book, and yet 
all the libraries of the country 
tould not hold the books that have 
been wrrtten about H1m . 
E-F Query 
The following questionnaire was sent to all E·F 
apartments. 
The purpose of this memo is to gel your ideas and 
views on a number of points and to compile a listing of 
the box numbers of the residents for the purpose of 
contacting. you in the future about E-F problems, 
needs, proJeCts, etc. When you are finished filling this 
questionnaire out. plt>ase return them to: W. T. 
Lowther - Ellsworth 10 <all E . Residents >: Lee L1tlle 
- Fuller 26 <all F . Residents >. 
The answers will be used to determine action on 
these matters. 
1. As of now E - F are not a part of the Dorm Com· 
mittee. aJthough the feeling is to let E-F in the 
first opportunity. What is the Dorm Committee? 
(Art. 8, sec. Membership>. 
A. The committee shall consist of a r.hairman, 
head counselors, and noor representatives. 
B. All members or this committee must be fulJ -
time residents of the dormitory while serving on 
the committee. CArt. 8, sec. 2, Powers and Duties >. 
C. This committee shall serve as the official 
forum for dormitory resident opinion concerning 
residential policies. 
0 . This committee shall have the power to 
authorize dormitory problems and to recommend 
policies to meet these problems. Do you want to 
be a part of the Dorm Committee? 
< > YES c > NO DON'T CARE c > 
COMMENTS· 
II . Now that most of the furniture is here, how do you 
feel about rebates? 
< > WANT REBATES c > DON 'T WANT 
REBATES 
I DON 'T CARE NOW 
How much do you think is fair?----
COMMENTS: 
III . There are some E-F Residents who eat in the 
Cafeteria. The Food Committee, a branch of the 
Dorm Committee, takes care of complaints, 
suggestions, etc . Do you Cthose on the Meal Plan I, 
want representation on the Food Committee? 
t l YES < I NO < I DON'T CARE 
COMMENTS: 
rv. What do you thmk or your room rates? 
I I HICII < > LOW < l FAIR 
COMMENTS <suggest a fa•r pricel 
V, For future E-F communications would you please 
list the names and P. 0 . Box num hers of the people 
in your apt. 
---P(.'rSOn Apt. 
NAMES 
-~-People m Apt. 
P 0 . BOX NUMBERS 
VI . Ellsworth Re::.rrlents : Put cha~rs and tables 1n E 
20. 
Rt>Sponse "a 86 prople rt'prcst'nting 52 J)('rcent of the 
rt'S1dents 
QJ : \'t>s : G2 J)('r<:t'nt . ~o · JO pt>rcent, Don 't Care : 8 
pt>rcent. 
Q2 : Yes : R5 p<·r<:(.'nt , No: 5 percent, Don' t Care : 10 
pl'r<'t'nt 
Q'l: Yt·s . 1:.1 Jlt'rcent. No · 20 percent , Don't Care: 14 
p<>rcent 
Do<•sn ' t ,\ppl) 5:1 pt'rC(.'nt 
Q4 : I h~h · ICI JlPn·t•nt. l.o\\ 1 pt'rcent. r-·a•r : 16 per· 
t(•nt 
Christian Science 
Organization 
at WPI 
b)' Moon (;Janey 
Christian Scaence is not a new religion or 
organization It has been around for qwte a few 
years. Its headquarters are in Boston, Mass. and it Is 
world wide. 
Christian Science at WPI is not a huge organization 
of hundreds of students, in fact , 1t is just a small 
group or interested students who have had Olristian 
Science for thetr whole hfe or are interested in 
Olristian Science. ll was started back in 1965 by W. 
H. Roadstrum , E. E . Dept. AK1010 who belongs to a 
church here in Worcester and who was very in· 
terested in organizing Christian Science at WPI. The 
Mother Church as •t is called did not recognize this 
Wltil 1966. 
W. H. Roadstrum is now the Treasurer and John 
Watkins "74" is the President. 
UnfortunateJy, I wasn't able to sit in at the meeting 
because I was late but I did get a chance to find out 
what really goes on at the meetings. <C.S. is not 
restricted to WPI students and In fact there are 
students from Clark who participate also.) There are 
meetings on aJtemate Tuesdays for anyone, even 
students of Clark and other colleges. 
The meetings usually start with a Bible reading and 
Cor about an hour everyone talks about their hard-
ships and failures through the course of the week. 
These meetings are aimed at two generaJ ideas. 
1 > "To help the Campu1 Communi&y as a Whole by 
providing C.S treatment and prayerful support for 
the school Itself, by supporting right campus ac-
tivities, by adding to the religious and spiritual at-
mosphere on campus. 
2) "To help individuals an the campus community 
and from nearby schools; to expand their un-
derstanding of Scientific Chrisbanity, to expand their 
power and confidence in applying the power of Spirit 
to heal and solve their problems and those or others, 
to learn about Otristian Science 1fthey are new to it." 
These two aims are not to push C.S. at the students 
but illS used in helping students who want and need 
some assistance. 
Wha~ 1s C.S you m1ght ask? It is Christianity 
looked in a systematic way and to a lot or people th1s 
IS thetr way of hfe. Chr1stian Scientists believe that 
God IS external power and that He has the power to 
create and destroy. This to some people is an unusual 
idea but it is so simple that even a child can un-
derstand it . The s tudents here at WPI are leammg 
the meanings and beliefs of C.S. much more fully so 
that they can relate to other people easily. This can be 
(.'Xplamed simply that the more you know about 
something the better you can talk about it to other 
people. C S. like any other religion or organization, 
has 1ts s trong beliefs and if you are interested. So 
down to H1ggins Lab 101, Tuesday, October 21, 1973 
and s1t an . I ~;trongly believe that they will be glad to 
have you . 
tudent Gov't. 
,'Ueetin~ 
Thur.(jda.v, 
October 18. 197 3 
8 :00p.m . 
tibrarr em mar 
Room 
Tuesday, Oct. 16, 1973 
He never wrote a sonR. and yet 
He has furn1shed the th(.'me for 
more songs than all the 
songwnters combmed . 
He never founded a coll(.'ge, but 
all the schools put together cannot 
hoast of having as many ~tudents . 
He never marshaled an army, 
nor drafted a soldier, nor fired a 
gun : and yet no leader t'Ver had 
more volunteers who have, under 
His orders, made more rebels 
stack arms and s urrender without 
a shot fired 
He never practiced psychiatry, 
and yet Ht' has healed more broken 
hearts than all the doctors far and 
near. 
Once each week the wheel:. of 
commerce cease their turning and 
mulhtudes went the1r way to 
worsh1ppmg assemblies to pay 
homage and resJ)('Ct to Him . 
The names of the past proud 
statesmen or Greece and Rome 
have come and gone. The names of 
the past SCientists. ptulosophers, 
and theologians have come and 
gone; but the name of thiS Man 
abounds more and more. Though 
time has s pread nmeteen hundred 
years between the people or this 
Howling Wolfe 
Saturday n1te I attended Sir 
Morgan's Cove for the first time 
and the occasion was special. 
Howling Wolfe was there and for 
three sets he and the Howling 
Wolfe Blues Band turned out some 
of the fines t music I've had the 
opportunity to hear live. 
Howhng Wolfe, sitting on h1s 
chair on s tage, sang and played 
harp. Andrew McMann d1d vocals 
and bass, the world renouned 
Edward Shaw on guitar, Detroit 
Junior at the p1ano, and I'm 
ashamed to say, but between 
Hubert Sumner and S P. Leary, I 
gencratron and the scene or tb 
crucrflluon , yet He still lives 
Herod could not dcstro) H•m. and 
lhc grave could Mt hold H1m 
•te stands forth upon the highest 
prnnacle or heavenly 
procla1mcd of Cod, aclrnnwlf't111•illlll 
by angels, adored by samts, 
reared by devrls. as the h 
personal Chrtst. our Lord 
Sav10ur. 
We are e1ther going to be rorevll!.-.. 
w1th H1m, or forever Without 
It was the rncomparable 
who sard : 
" Behold, I stand at the door, 
knock : 1f any man hear my 
an open the door, I will come in 
hrm , and will sup with him, and 
w1lh mc.>." <Revelation 3:20> 
FOR 
" There is one Cod, and 
medrator between God and 
the man Christ Jesus." Cl ..... •-~-·· ...... 
2:51 
THEREFORE 
"Bellevt' on the Lord 
Cllrist, and thou shalt be saved 
1 Acts 16:31 > 
< Reprmted with the rv>t"n\o,cc:•-
or the American Tract 
Oradell, N. J .) 
Submrtted by the Christian 8 
Jo'ellowship which meets 
Thursday evening in the 
Earle Room CAlden > from 
p m . · 9:00p.m. Come when 
can, leave when you have to. 
can't remember who was on sax 
and who was on drums, but they 
were all phenomenal. 
The band was completely 
together and they moved through 
their sets like a dream . Their 
numbers included H1ghway 41, 
Worries About You, and Can't Stop 
Lovmg You. All their solos were 
msp1red and letter perfect. 
Adm1ssion was $2, beer 
60 cents for a draft of Schlitz, in a 
slightly warm mug, while a tequila 
sunrise of adequate size was 
ln all, very cheap for the qualily 
mus1c and atmosphere that 
find there. Sir Morgan's Cove, 
s tars for a truly memora 
evemn~ . Scott Sieburth 
Financial Forum 
by Michael S. Martowaka 
This column is norma By devoted only to "facts" concerning ftrutnc:ll 
aid news at WPI . This week • am taking the liberty of replying to a 
" letter to the editor" with opinion as well as fact. 
The letter was a warning t.o Freshmen that "IT CAN HAPPEN 
YOU," that is, you can lose your aid over your upperclass yean 
Well, as a student member or the FinanciaJ Aid Committee 1 
honestly say he is correct. You can lose part or aU of yow- fman~ial 
However, the situation isn 't as hlB letter suggests. 
The aid you receive freshman year will likely continue for all 
years providing you perform satisfactory academic work AND your 
continues. Aid to freshmen Is baled on tbe PCS their parents fill out. 
many cases, there is an unintentionaJ (or intentional, as sad as tbat 
be) underestimation of income or aaets of the parents. This may 
discovered until the PCS of the following year and tbe "actual" 
are provided. These are abo sut:.tantlated by the requirement of 
the parents send In a certified copy of their income tax fonn.s. <NOTE: 
you lie on a PCS and as a result receive aid from federal funds, you 
subject to penalties sim liar to those for false statements on your 
forms.) 
In the past, there have been more cases of Freshmen l"ffii'!Pivin~ 
than their need than those not. Their aid has been cut down to 
sbare while that of others bas been increased. My four years here 
resulted in four different aid packages,going both up and down from 
to year as my family resources varied from year to year. Most or 
money that is used for aid in a class wilJ remain there. Some sources 
funds are unexpectedly Withdrawn at times. Some students wunm~aWI 
Things such as these will cause available funds to vary. 
With an incoming Freshman class, there are other problems. AJd 
offered to prospective students. More total aid is offered than funds 
available, with the expectation that some prospective students may 
come. It is not an easy job to estimate how much to offer so that those 
come will use all, but no more than, the funds available for that class. 
All money available for financaal aid is given uut each year • ....,, .. .,._. 
does get it . The 1dea is to give it to those who need it most. 
I have several questions for the author of that letter. What have 
done constructively to correct the problems you see m the financial 
system here? Did you ever attend a Financial Aid Committee ... .,,...,J,5 
vnu rud "Tile Tecll N"w•" Ill 'It year you would know nne """"""'u. 
four year:; at WPI can't you spell HeseJbarth correctly Cnot 
barth" I? <Not to mention "Holdaman" (sic)) Do you always make 
cusahons without checking the facts? Out of curiosity, did you use 
name "VEET" in a letter you wrote last year? D1d you bother to a 
the "Financial Forum" held a few weeks ago? 
The members or the Financial Aid Committee are Mr. E. 
Hese1barth fcha1 rman l. Dean D. P . Reutlinger, Dean K. A. Nourse, 
J . T. O'Connor . Prof. R . V. Olson, Prof. R H. Krackhardt, Mr. W. 
Barrell, Mike Martowska, Mark Munson , Don Green, Mary Polan 
Henry Fitzgerald, John Fatsgibbons, and Prof. M. M. Norcross. Any 
them would be happy to listen to any ideas on financial aid . 
II anyone has any questions on financial aid at WPI they would like 
see a.nswered in this column, please write to Box 1406, J will do my besl 
provrde fast. complete answers. 
ln thl' palit fl'"' ye,lTS the Lens a nd L1ghts Club of WPI has expanded 
. We have not only incrt.'ased the amount of equipment that tht.' 
ns. but also \\C ha\'e become Involved in more functions tn a nd 
WPI. Last yNtr m addttion to our traditional responsibilities, s uch 
of the Cinematech Series and lighting for Masque 
" e worked on staging of the Spectrum Series, lighting for J . 
VJ*•Pktmd , sound for mtxers in Alden, and presenting our own •film 
to name a fe w. 
are pleased to see this inc1·eased use or our equipment, rather 
have it collect dust in a closet. It would be a shame to have a group 
•cam!Ju:. have a shoddy production or spend a large amount of money 
companies simply because they didn't realize that there was 
a.11ornen t available to them for little or no cost. 
this rt•ason. we are releasmg a policy statement to all concerned 
at WPl an connection with Leno; and Lights Club equipment use. 
· statement follows : 
Lens and Ltghts Club is a school funded activity and both our 
-...inrn~>rlt and services are a\'ailable to the WPI community for any 
.-15Cfild llll'l:' use. However. in some cases we must charge a small service 
to cover wear and tear. 
For a school supported activity, funded by the school Csuch as a 
or Alden concerD there would be no charge. 
For a school supported activity, but not funded by the school (SUch 
fraternity or club activity) we will negotiate the fee depending on 
is requested and the ability of the requester to pay. 
ned., any non-school activity taking place on campus requtring our 
...,.,r""·~- a nat tee of $2 .50 per manhour will be charged. 
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Any cost incurred by us, operational or rental, will be paid for by the 
requestmg our serv1ces. Example, 16mm projection in Alden costs 
per hour, so we will charge the requesting group $2.50 per hour, 
35 mm projection costs us nothmg. 
equipment is available to any school group or person for a 
function provided a member of the group has been checked on the 
equipment under the by-laws of the Lens and Light Club or has 
•uallifi•..-1 Lens and Lights Club member in the group to operate the 
If no person is available to the group then one club member 
accompany the equipment and will be in complete charge of it, and 
club will be reimbursed for the service or that member. 
In ALL cases, no matter who is concerned, we are asking anyone 
ng our services to notify us a minimum of one week in advance in 
with a description of the particular services required. For any 
the following fee will be charged above aU other fees : 
Ia) less than 1 week notice $10.00 
Cbl less than 48 hours notice $25.00 
'l'tle reason for these steep fees is because we are students, our reaaon 
beang at WPI 1s to be students. Short notice tends to cause problems 
rinding available personnel, and generally puts someone into a very 
... v .. no .. m position. 
you have any questions or would like to use our servaces, our 
number is 2498; or call one or us: 
Szteliga, President '153-8952 
D'Ambrosio, Vice-President 153-?MRm.JOO 
Melnick. Tedmical Director 754-1118 
Altieri, Treasurer 711-48'78 
•• .-... v ..... _ Film Coordinator 753-.WZ 
Seeretary 753-9279 Rm. 213 
foHlowinll is a baaac list of the equipment available from the Lena 
Club: 
12 6" Presnels 
69x6Lecos 
1 Modular Dimmer System, Portab&e Lighting Syllem 
4 Column lights (3 colors each> 
1 Strobe. Unit 
1 Bogen amplifier (125 watts RMS> 
1 Altec mixer pre-amp 
4 M1crophonea 12 eJectrovoices, 2 shuresl 
2 Vo1ce or the theater speakers 
2 Altec column speakers 
2 16 mm Projectors 
2 35 mm Projectors - Alden Hall only 
• We are not able to show 16 mm Clnemascope ntms. 
Dltl 
Ti111ers 
tllustrated lecture concernang 
. S. S . Constitution and the 
or turning the ship around 
year at its dock an 
where it is mam-
a historic stte. was the 
of the Tech Old·Ttmers 
••~m~. at 10 a .m. Thursday. Oct. 
Morgan Hall, Worcester 
lnst1tute. 
N. Perry Jr .. dtrector of 
Relations at WPI and a 
Reserve off1cer who took 
10 ··Turn Around 1972", gave 
lecture and showed slides of the 
runctton . 
Commander Perry IS one or a 
of Na\) Public Affairs 
.... "····-~ "hO won a "Stiver Anvil 
· from the Pubhc Relaltons 
of America for thetr 
--.t'll£>111!11ton tn the plannmg and 
or tl publtc relnttons 
related to the turn 
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Marijuana Laws! aggresssve behavtor; marijuana does not lead to the use of dangerous or s o-called hard dr ugs 
suc h as heroin ; mar1juana docs not 
cause msanity; and, m nnjuana 
does not cause users to 'drop out' of 
socict~. " 
Federal Court &l;ked to declare pol 
law~> unconstitutional 
\CPS I - A civil suit cha llenging 
the constitutionality of the nation's 
martjuana laws was filed October 
10 10 Federal Court in Washington. 
D.C. 
Brought by the National 
Orgamzation for the Reform of 
Marijuana Laws CNORMU, a 
Washington-based non-profit 
public interest group, the suit will 
be argued by former US Attorney 
General Ramsey Clark, a member 
of NORML's Advisory Board . 
The court is being asked by 
NORML's suit to declare that laws 
prohibitmg the private possession 
and use of marijuana violate an 
mdi\'idual's right of privacy and 
other express guarantees of the US 
Constitution. 
Additionally named as a plaintif! 
111 the suit is a class of persons 
consisting of all present adult users 
of marijuana in the D1strict of 
Columbta, est1mated in the 
complaint to number 40,000 per-
sons. 
Speaking at a press conference. 
Clark stated that "The country's 
marijuana laws constitute an 
unwarranted intrus1on into the 
private hves of millions of 
Americans. The continued 
crimmal prohibition of the private 
use or mar1juana serves no useful 
purpose while causing irreparable 
harm to the lives and careers of the 
approximately 250 thousand young 
people who are arrested each year 
an thts country. 
Clark saad, "As a nation we 
should discourage the use of 
marijuana as well as of alcllolol 
Enercr Talk 
Carl L. Newman, who is vice 
president of engineering at Con-
solidated Edison Co. of New York, 
wiU speak on .. Energy for Urban 
Centen" at 4:30 p.m. Tuelday 
( Oc:t: 18) an Higins Laboratories, 
Wo~r PoJytedmic loltitu&e. 
Tbia Is one of a series of talkl 
sponaored by the WPI mecbanical 
engineering department oo the 
"energy c:riaia". 
Newman r~aved both bac:belor 
and master of science delrees in 
mechanical eagineering from the 
Umversity of Pennsylvania and 
prior to joinang Con Ed in lt'IO, 
spent 22 years with United 
Engineers, Inc. He served 1n 
var1ous capacatles as designer, 
power engineer, consulting 
eng1neer, project manager, 
supervising e:ng1neer and chief 
engineer. 
The meeting is open to the public: 
withOut.., ............ _ 
and tobacco But there mus t be a 
clear and convincing case of 
ove rridmg ha rm to society before 
the ~nmmal law can breach the 
bounda ries of prtvale conduct. 
Manjuana does not meet this 
tes t ," he concluded. 
Accordmg to the suit, 26 million 
Americans have now tried 
marijuana and 13 million are 
regular users. The complaint cites 
the fmdings and recommendations 
of the report of the National 
Commission of Marijuana and 
Drug Abuse <Shafer Commission), 
and relies on recent US Supreme 
Court deciSIOns concerning 
abortion, birth control, and the 
private possession of pornographic 
mater1als, all of which reaffirm the 
individuals basic right or privacy. 
Keith Stroup, Director or 
NORML, noted that the weight of 
modern scientific evidence, in-
cludmg the just released annual 
report or the National Institute or 
Mental Health, continues to con-
firm that marijuana is a 
"relatively harmless" substance. 
"While no drug - including aspirin 
and other over-the-counter 
preparations - is totally without 
harm," Stroup commented, 
"marijuana is a mild, relatively 
harmless drug as used by the 
overwhelming majority or persons. 
Its use has demonstrated no effects 
significantly harmful to the In· 
div1dual or to society," 
Stroup went on to cite a 
paragraph m the complaint 
summartzing what is now known 
about marijuana: 
"Each of tbe successive 
rationales put forward to j\wtify 
the marijuana prohibition baa been 
demonstrated to be unsupported 
and unsupportable by modern 
scientific evidence. SpeclficaUy, 
marljuanlllsnot a narcotic, and its 
use does not lead to phyaieal ad-
dition or 'depeodeoc:e; marijuana 
UBe does not c:aua crime or 
Stroup sa1d the Dtstrict of 
Columbia was chosen a s the 
JUrisdiction in which to hie the suit 
because of "an alarming mcrease 
m marijuana arrests since 1970." 
Figures cited in the complaint 
show that there were 275 
marijuana arrests in the District of 
Columbia an 1970, 694 m 1971, 166'l 
in 1972, and 1306 for the first half of 
1973. Nationally, there wer~ an 
estimated 226,000 marijuana 
arrests in 1971 and 296,000 in 1972. 
Organizations named in the suit 
as recommending marijuana 
decriminalization include 
President Nixon's National 
Commission on Marijuana and 
Drug Abuse, the American Ba~ 
Association, the District of 
Columbta Mayor's Advisory 
Committee on Narcotics Addition, 
the American Public Health 
Association, Consutners Union, the 
National Conference of Com-
mtssioners on Uniform State Laws, 
the National Council of Churches, 
and t.te National Education 
Association. 
Named as defendants in the suit 
were Washington, D.C., Police 
Chief Jerry Wilson, DC Mayor; 
Walter Washington, Attorne~ 
General Elliott Richardson, and 
John R. Bartels, Jr., 
Administrator of the Justice 
Department's Drug Enforcemen 
Administration. 
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"Includes: Plugs, Poillts, Ce~M~tnser, Tooll a lnstruftMIIts, 1 
Hr. a.y Rental, Slum Cleattlnl, end Tedlnlcal Advl~." 
MON. - FRI. 10:00 - 10:00 
SAT. 9:00A.M.- 9:00P.M. 
"GET THE AUTO·TECH HABIT Of SAVING MONEY" 
W . 1 d It * CALL ABOUT OUR 
ere ocate $1.11 TUNE·UP CLASS 
15 ALBANY ST .. Y.<>ACESTEff • 
(One Block South Of Shrewaltury St.) 
TELEPHONE· 753-5421 I EAST PARK,-
• ~~SHREWSBURY STREET 
**** 7tt A~TO-TECH;]!~[ 
':; ALJ:\AN't ~ 'RE~T 
AUTO·TECH SELF-SERVICE 
AUTO REPAIQ CENTERS 
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Reflections on Freedom 
by Arthur ·. Mod~ 
There is a great deal of talk about "re-ordering our 
national priorities," and insistence that the public 
must speak up and be heard. Seldom identified is the 
fact that the concept of "national priorities" refers to 
objects of government spending. Seldom noted is the 
fact th&t consumers, acting privately in a free 
market place, always have had a choice of priorities. 
Whenever a person chooses product A over product 
B. he is ordering his priorities. Only busy-bodies try 
to tell their friends what the latter's priorities -
tastes, values, preferences - should be. Therefore, 
the whole notion of setting "natiot~al priorities" 
reduces us, in effect, to a nation of busybodies. 
The concept of " national priorities" implies that a 
choice exists between governmental functions of 
unequal importance. When government is restricted 
to its proper functions - the police function, the 
judicial function, and providing for the defense of the 
country - there can be no question of "priorities." 
Each or these functions is equally necessary il the 
preservation of individual rtghts is to be more than a 
slogan. The army, the police, and the courts are aU 
equally indispensable for such protection . To ask 
cillzens to compare in importance these three func-
tions with other government activities - for 
example, the police function versus the development 
of a mass transit system - is to miss the dHference 
between the essential and the non-essential, between 
jobs that must be done by government to carry out its 
purpose and jobs that could just as well be done by 
private enterprise, with no loss of individual rights 
<with a gain in fact>. 
Note that the need for police, judicial, and military 
services is, by the nature of the adversary, limited. 
But when the government is funding a whole raft of 
economic, social, educative, and health programs, 
where the goals are always, by their nature, 
unlimited and nebulous Cfor example, "a decent life 
for every American"), there can never be enough 
resources available to fund aU of them as much as 
their backers would like, so some have to be funded 
less than others. But by what standard should the 
"mores" be selected? Answer: there can be no 
reasonable standard Cor selecting one over the other. 
because there is no common denominator by which to 
measure the relative values of such diverse en-
deavors as, say, cancer research and the Tennessee 
VaUey Authority. So, arbitrary standards must be 
used. 
One way of picking priorities is to have an 
autocratic leader, but Americans have traditionally 
shunned overt totalitarians. A variation of autocracy 
is unlimited majority rule - democracy - with 
dictatorial powers wielded oy "the 51 per cent" 
rather than by the individual leader. Again, 
Americans traditionally have bad too much respect 
for the rights of the minority to permit unlimited 
majority rule. Another way of selecting is by con-
tinual tests of strength between vying speciAl interest 
groups. ThiS is what we have now. Less politely, we 
have gang warfare between different groups, each 
with a vested interest in government funds. Medical 
researchers lament when "their" funds are 
threatened. Welfare rights groups lament any 
diminution of "their" funds. And so it goes. Of course, 
they do more than lament : they 1ssue frightening 
forecasts, demonstrate, occupy buildings, start legal 
suits, and the like. In ume, the politically strongest 
groups get their desires met first. This necessarily 
leaves many other groups <or nonorganized in-
dividuals> with their desires for public funds unmet. 
Therefore, the initial idea of giving the entire public a 
voice in setting "national priorities" is doomed to 
defeat. Some voices will be heeded, others wiU not. 
This is inevitable under our present system. 
Therefore, I say: down with "national priorities" ; 
up with individual priorities! In the free and com-
petitive market place, all voices can be heard. Each 
citizen arranges his own preferences, but not his 
neighbor's. No one has his choices overridden by 
stronger political pressure groups. For instance, a 
worker who wants to buy an automobile doesn't have 
to cancel his order because the mass transit lobby 
convinced legislators to make mass transit a 
" national priority," resulting in higher taxes that left 
the worker with insufficient funds to buy the car. 
In that case, the government can devote it~eU 
whoJiy to its three essential functions. It can serve 
simply as an umbreUa, protecting us from the reign 
of force and fraud, as each of us pursues his own 
brand of happiness. 
Sunny Survey Shows 
Pass-Fail Preference 
<CPS) - Widespread use of the universities. Although be received grading in upper-level courses 
ABCDF grading system and in- responses from roughly one-fifth of outsade a student's major. 
creasing mterest in the Pass-Fail these institutions Kade said it was However, students at SUC· 
system were the most popular "obvious from the responses that Fredonia have recently suggested 
trends d1scemed in a recent State most of the schools are on the alternative grading proposals 
University of New York Student ABCDF system and also have the Cincluding a simple P-F system), 
Association survey on grading pass-fail option." all of which have met with 
practices. The State University College at disapproval of the administration. 
Letters were sent by SA National Fredonia <NY> replied that it "Many students feel that it is 
Affairs Coordinator Paul Kade to operates on the ABCDF grading rather ridiculous to even attempt 
more than 50 colleges and system, w1th the option of pass·fail to distinguish between an A· and a 
~ THE RilL llltll 
Len Goldberg 
Bruce D'Ambrosio 
In the computer industry lhere is 
an axiom: Garbage 10, garbage 
out. Th1s is also a good way to 
describe the screen adaptation of 
Philip Roth's mmimal best setter 
Portnoy's Complaint. 
R1chard Benjamin is again type-
cast as a hung-up American Jewish 
male <as in Diary or a Mad 
llousewire and Roth's other biggy 
Goodbye Columbus). Lee Grant 
and Karen Black turn in equally 
bormg performances. 
Alexander Portnoy's complaint, 
of course, is h1s domineering 
Jewtsh mother. Through a series of 
Clash backs from a silent 
psychiatrist's couch <where else?> 
we trace Alex's life from a con· 
tmuously masterbating adolescent 
who fights w1th h1s ever con-
stipated father over the pleasures 
or the bathroom to an ineffective 
political appomtee m search of true 
love, or possibly a r~make of his 
mother . 
The whole film however is 
overstated. unsubtle and ror the 
most part unfunny. I found that, 
much to my d1scomfort, I could 
relate to the Alexander Portnoy of 
the novel even though there was no 
plot I could understand the Sophie 
Portnoy Roth wrote about I know 
mothers like that too . <To quot~ 
Dan Grt>enberg; ".To be a Jew1sh 
mother. you don't have to be 
.Jcwtsh. or a moth€'r."l The mov1e 
didn't g1ve you a chance to f1gure 
out the characters. It presented 
the stereotypes, then rubbed your 
race in them. 
The scenes from the young 
Portnoy's imagination are over-
worked and overall the direction is 
unexciting. Even the sex scenes 
are ho-hum 
In cmema, as in computers, 
when something is bad at the 
source, just about the only way 1t 
can go is downhill. 
Qulckil' Rnlew: 
The Executive Suite 
Made m 1954, th1s film is part of 
the Growing Up American series. 
It is a wholesome and inspiring 
movte about a board of V .P. 's aU m 
contention for the Presidency. It 
has the usual share of bad guys and 
~ood guys, and in the end, the good 
guy wms by setting the lonely and 
confused girl on the right track. 
Thts movie contains every cliche of 
the ~endre, and is pleasant en-
tertamment for a Sunday af-
ternoon at home H you wait long 
enough. you will see this movie on 
the late show. 
Qulckir Prevle\\ : 
t\lllhe King's Men 
Last him of the Growing Up 
Amcncan series. It IS about the 
nse and fall or Huey Long, a 
powerful poltttcian m the South, 
who ~ot thm~s done by bemg 
cort•upt 
B +." according to Fredonia 
Student Government Vice 
Pres1dent Jeffrey A. Casale. "The 
students also feel that such a 
grading system encourages more 
of a •grade-oriented' atmosphere 
rather than a learning at-
mosphere." 
The response from the student 
government at the University of 
Florida at Gainesville found both 
praise and criticism for the plus-
minus system. "Many students 
condemn the system upon 
rece1vmg a grade of 8-minus in a 
course," stated the letter. "The 
same students will praise the 
system upon receiving a C-plus." 
While acknowledging that the 
plus-mmus system allows "more 
flexibility and exactness in 
grading," the Gainesville student 
government was also aware of the 
fact that "the whim of the 
professor to give pluses or minuses 
exclusively can practically cancel 
out that be.nefi l." 
T C. Carroll, President of the 
student body at North Carolina 
State University in Raleigh, said 
his univerSity was presently 
we1ghmg alternatives to 1ts ABCD-
F system of gradmg 
Carroll said traditional grading 
systems protect and encourage 
bad teaching and lend themselves 
readily to cheatmg. In addition, 
conventional systems force a 
~ludent returnmg to school after 20 
years to "go to bat w1Lh strikes 
ngainst h1m from his previolls 
fa1lurl's," he ~>a1d 
Carroll pomlcd out that many 
~raduate schools have procedure 
to rt>~ulatt• admtssions of 
~raduatl:'s from ungraded colleges 
Tuesday, Oct. 16, 197 
Food Committee Meeting 
by Bruce Minsky distmguish if the eggs are hard 
The Food Committee met on soft boiled. Mr. Hiza stated 
October 10, and the following they would be properly cooked 
major topics were discussed: labeled. 
1 > Silverware 5) Orange Juice 
There were numerous com- To clear up any rumors 
plaints pertaining to the dirty orange juice 1s not pow ' 
Silverware. Mr. Hiza is trying to However, two different brands 
clear up the Situation by having the used. When this occurs. the 
dishwashing machine overhauled. tainers w•ll be respectiv 
The last time it as overhauled was labeled. 
19!?>. 6) Paper Cups 
2) Muffins 
Hot muffins are not bemg served 
as often as usual. Mr. Hiza said 
that the baker took ill last Friday 
so the other kitchen members are 
trying to cover the deficiency 
3> Yogurt 
Yogurt 1s now available at the 
dispensing trays. 
4) Eggs 
Students seem to have trouble 
seeing through the egg shells to 
The committee was curious 
paper cups are used. Mr. Hiza 
that approximately 35 per ceat 
the glasses that were here 
September have som 
mysteriously disappea 
However, new glasses are on 
and should arrive shortly. 
Also, new drapes for the 
hall have been ordered and 
be set up within a month. 
Dorm Hearing Board 
The following names were submitted for Dormitory Hearing 
Jean Reny (Riley> 
Kent Baschwitx (Fuller) 
Dennis Metrick <Morgan ) 
Henry LeBlanc <Riley> 
Greg Chase (Stoddard) 
Tom Magnant <Stoddard) 
Val Danos (Stoddard> 
Paul Frederickson (Stoddard) 
Herbert S. Schiller <Daniels) 
Jeff Wilson <Daniels) 
Election of members wiU be Thursday, October 18. 
r
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The Faculty Senate Academics the rule." 
Committee at North Carolina State He said the optional pa 
has presented the following system tended to relieve 
alternatives to its ABCDF system: pressure of competition and led 
Placing all university course increased course enjoym 
on an optional pass-fail basis with greater retention of info 
the student choosing a graded or gained, and a "general red 
ungraded program. of grade-related anxiety." 
-A pass-no pass system which However, Cunningham 
would not record courses com· noted that many students 
pleted unsatisfactorily. Should defended the traditional s 
such a system be implemented, the These students feel unable to 
problem of students remaining in pass-fail courses and enjoy 
indefinitely at a university without atmosphere of competition, · 
accomplishing anything could be they feel higqer grades "rep 
eliminated by requiring the concrete goals and cons· 
student to pass a specified number achievement of such goals 
of hours each year. sonally satisfying." 
- A comprehensive and all-
encompassing examination at the 
end of each year or at graduation. 
"This approach," stated the 
proposal, "has the advantage or 
making the student and his 
professor 'allies' against the im-
pending super-exam. The student 
eels that the professor is· helping 
him prepare for a standardized 
final rather than standing .over 
him, threatening him with pop-
quizzes and weekly exams." 
*College Paperback 
• Outlines & Study Gul 
• Movement Llter•ture 
• Radical Theory 
• Recordings 
• Art Prints 
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''Many students have expressed 
the feeling that they are compelled 
to work more for the external 
reward <A, Bl or to avo1d the ex-
ternal punishment <CDF> than to 
understand the material for its 
mtrinsic value," wrote Steve A. 
Cunnmgham of the University of 
Alabama. 
According to Cunnmgham, many 
students are pressured into at· 
templmg to succeed at the expense 
of others, thereby fostermg an 
at mosph.ere where "competition 
rather than cooperation becomes 
f'rom the m11ten 
ol"Frle.tiH- C1t" 
lltlfJ Tr1Hio 
Ra!.HX , 
112: ... 7: ... 1::11 ... 10:" 
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Dorm 
Doctors 
Zekanoskl 
pose of this article is to assist the 
here at WPI in coping with a situation 
might require immediate medical at-
nP.r••.,. . It is by no means intended to sup-
professional medical aid. However, as 
...,.,nn,,. knows, full-time students are sub-
to many hazards consistent with dorm 
of these hazards and probable causes 
be: minor cuts and abrasions possibly 
by broken bottles <beer type or 
>, broken bones possibly due to being 
into a radiator during a friendly game 
hockey, burns caused by being wedged 
d radiator for awhile, poisoning (nt' 
on the cafeteria intended>, smoke 
on (anyway you want to take it) . 
are countless afflictions that the 
might confront. Now, what to do about 
-.&......t •inn: Assuming you don't have access to 
aid and such handy utensils such as a 
dressing or sterilized gauze, proceed 
rollows. Grab a clean white cloth (hand-
~~~~ ..... underwear, etc.> and laying it on the 
apply a steady pressure. This method 
prove efficient for small cuts on most 
of the body. or course, it goes without 
that if the cut is on the neck you don't 
pressure. You may stop the bleeding, but 
not all you'll stop. To stop bleeding from 
head or neck, locate the windpipe in the 
of the neck. Slide your fingers aroWld to 
of the neck from which the bleeding is 
, and feel for the throbbing of a large 
With your fingers, press the artery 
the vertebrae. 
<not to be confused with George>: A 
can be a real "pain". The first thing to do 
or a friend should sustain a minor burn is 
the pain. This can be accomplished 
the affected area in some cold water 
very cold wet compresses or ice 
Afterwards the burned area can be 
•IIIU!O with an antiseptic ointment. 
In an emergency situation, when someone 
has rece1ved a severe burn, the main concern is 
the prevention or treatment of shock. The 
victim should be placed in a reclining position 
with his feet higher than his head, and sub-
sequently his clothes should be loosened to aid 
circulation. 
Sprains: For minor sprains, the treatment is 
easy. The injured portion should be placed at 
rest and elevated. For the first 24 hours, cold 
water or ice should be used to counteract 
swelling. Ace bandages can be used to aid 
support, but not too tight! 
Excessive Indulgence: Occasionally 
everyone suffers from excessive indulgence, 
sometimes known as over-partying, etc. Ex-
cessive indulgence can assume many different 
forms and appear through many symptoms. A 
few symptoms of the "sickness" may be: 
bloodshot eyes, tendency of the " victim" to 
stagger around, with the degree of instability 
proportional to the seriousness or the affliction, 
incoherent speech, possible regurgitation, etc. 
What to do??: Actually little can be done to 
put the • 'victim" out of his misery. Placing a 
bucket near his bed might be helpful providing 
he doesn't trip over it On which case, refer to 
section on broken bones). Do not administer 
aspirin or the like, they could make matters 
worse. C-old showers might help. 
Obviously this article does not go into much 
detail. It was not intended to. It is designed to 
serve as a guide to the student in dealing with 
minor, uncomplicated "hurts" and "pains". If 
a serious situation should arise, such as a 
complex fracture or anything else of this 
nature. the victim should, as much as possible, 
not be moved <except to remove him from 
further danger). The RA's have had a crash· 
course in First Aid, although they don't have 
any First Aid kits . <I wonder why, ad-
ministration?) The infirmary is open 24 hours a 
day. Most important to remember is to stay 
cool and get help . 
li - Wf'dnf'sday VARSITY CROSS COUNTRY. 
.rERS~iSION R E (i IS T R A -
SOCCER Assumption . 
SOCCER. at Dean Junlot· 
Colleg~. 
Nl FUND BOARD. Morgan 
Hall P11vate D1nmg Room . 6:00 
pm 
. IK - Thursday. 
HRJSTIAN BIBLE 
FELLOWSHIP. Janl't Earle 
Room 7 30 p m 
•"'"''·•tt,TECH 73 74 Typt!! or 
l.oH>. "Of Human Bondage". 
1.i S 1934 Alden Memonal 
Aud1tonum 7 . 30 p m 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF 
POWER ENGINI-:ERS Morgan 
l>1n10J! Hall. 8 :00 p m 
1ltl. 1!1 - ..-rlda) . 
IIIIMEC'OMING CONCERT. 
Harnn)tton Aud1tor1um . 8 : 00 
111n 
11tt . Jll - Saturda' . 
~.\l.L. '\tEt-:TtNG <W • THE 
CllltPOR,\TlON Archive:-; 
l'onfr• t'lll't' Ruom 9:00 am. 
ltE<:!S'lltATJo:-o; Arm COFt-'EE 
IIOlJH H.J .. t•b.lll fo"1t•ld 10·00 • 
12 ' 01.1 ~oon 
~ICCEH \\'PI 's llol~ <'ro:-.S II :00 
am 
TAILGATE PICNIC MW BAH• 
BEqm; HasdJall F1<•ld. II :.10 • 
1 311 11m 
HXlTBAI.L. WPJ \ S Wt•:.leyan 
.! • ()() ll Ill . 
\ S()('(' .. ;H . at Worc·<";,tt>r 
Al·ademy. 
Bt•ntley. Amherst 
ROPI<; PULL. Institute Park. After 
~-tame . 
HAPPY HOUR. for Alumni and 
Fnends - H1ggms House. After 
game 
DINNERS AND PARTIES. At 
Fratermty Houses Evenmg 
BUFFET DINNER. New Morgan 
Hall Ominl! Area. 6:00 • 7: 15 
pm. 
NIGHTCLUBATWPI RichLiltle. 
ll<ll'l'lngton Auditortum 7 :30 
p .m. 
tkt. :H - Sunday. 
GORDON LIBRARY "Acr)dics" 
an exh1b1t by local art1st J1m 
• Brown. Class of '70 
Od. :!2 - '\londay 
J \' FOOTBALL. at Tufts . 
• J V SOCCER. Worcester Jun1or 
Colle~e 
f ttt-: 1\tiC.AL ENGINEERING 
COI.I.OQUIM. •·oesa l1na110n or 
"'ll'•l Water by Rl'\'t>rsl' 
lhlllOSI!>". Dr. C. R1chard 
,\monson . Goddard Hall Hoom 
·):l:i _. . 15 p.m. 
\\'1'1 FACULTY \\ 1\' fo;S 
Jtt-: ADING WORKSHOP 
<iul don l.1brar~ Sem 1nar Hc'K\tn 
K:OII p Ill • tO OU p m . 
11<·1. 2:l - Tut"Sday 
\ ' AKSITY SOCCER "'•chols 
(' IJHI ST IA N SCIENCE 
OH<;ANIZATION AT WPI 
II IJ . .:~otm~ Lab. 101 6. 30 p m 
T~HM A ENDS 
\II •Ill' aputmf'nl• lo ml't'i all biMIIHI. 
u .... htnf'CI "''" lhf' •l~tdf'nl In miJHI . Wltllt11 
... 1~1n11 d'-lan<f' of\\ 1'1. tall \rt at 7~SJ3to 
,.,..,.,"""'and compar. prlcl"' . \'ou'U llf'H't' ItO 
hark to ••n,,..,-th-t·ullf'r. 
1 hll1kln11 •hot•l fnltaJ(fmfnl~ I can 111'1 
fllumund\ fiN' \II~ 11 llood prlct<: 157-!WIICt. 
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by Peter J. Dill!ngton 
You people out there must be studying too hard. Apparently 
not too many took the ride out to the Holden Res. as described in 
last week's column. Cleft out one little turn which would have led 
you up a steep hill if you followed my directions to the tee. After 
getting to Tatnuck Sq. and taking a right onto Mower St., just a 
little ways up that road you must bear right onto Olean St., which 
will lead you to the reservoirs. Sorry. Now, why not clear out your 
head and give it a little peace of mind by taldng that ride. 
October 8, Monday, Columbus Day, a day-off holiday. "A 
What?" you say. Yep. Just in case you missed it, Columbus Day, 
October 8, was a holiday for the rest of the world. To celebrate 
this day of discovery, 1 did a little discovering myself: a tour 
around Worcester. A street map is handy to have, but since many 
of you do not have one, I will give very precise directions; and to 
show the flavor of Worcester, I have added random thought. 
about what 1 observed. Sorry if we ramble. 
Get onto Highland St. going towards downtown, stay on it 
until you are on Main St., business district, look UP at the ar-
chitecture, but also observe ground level modernization. City 
Hall on your left about J mile down Main St.. with its weird tower; 
now, just pa.st City Hall will be a fork in the road, bear left paet 
the Federal Building and Courthouse. You are now on South-
bridge St. Holiday Inn on your left. Coneylsland on your left; the 
sign must be seen at night to appreciate how obscene it really is, 
a big hotdog with yellow stt4f dripping off of it. A little ways past 
this is the Miss Worcester Diner, been there many a time, good 
ea.ts. Take a left at the Diner onto Quinsigamond St. Go down 
about 4 streets and take a left onto Endicott St.; this is a typical 
triple-decker row; take it all in, then turn around and go back to 
the Diner, take a left onto Southbridge St. A mile down will be an 
intersection with an A&P WEO on your left; on the hill way 
behind A&P is Holy Crou. If you want to tour the Cross. go 
straight. If no, go right onto Cambridge St. One mile is a Getty 
Station, bear right, then right onto Canterbury St. This is the 
poorer section of town; saw two kids roaching a joint on the 
sidewalk here. At the end of the street, left, up a steep hill, sorry, 
it's a toughie. Left at the end of Hammond St., onto Main St. Now 
you are in Main South. All the way to Webster Sq. Just past two 
high rise apartment buildings, take a right at the Mobil Station. 
At the next lights, you want to go onto the street that goes bet-
ween Dunkin' Donuts and Paul's Tire, Mill St. Two miles. 
straight across Chandler St., onto Pleasant St., after a hill, 
straight I mile to lights at the bottom of a hUI, take a sharp left 
onto Richmond Ave. You are in the West side, where the money 
is; Richmond merges with Flagg St., straight; right onto 
Salisbury St., look at all the pretty houses until you return to 
WPI. ' 
Once you get the idea where things are in Worcester, you can 
tour and discover any particular area that intrigues you. Night 
riding is fun also, if only to get a good look at that Coney Island 
sign. Watch out, you may hate Worcester now, but after seeing 
what is here, it starts to grow on you. Observe Worcester, by 
bicycle. 
lA'UJfl H~alhkll 1111' nlf' - a~ lhf' Ulh 
ltsii.M .,- !»HI Orfef' lllllriKtMt Moil~ Ia· 
c-IDIIN. foil ICK«r jock at ATO. 
Tnr T< \ -U 101.1r clluM"I latH' 41Mk .. 1111 
r~ccwd amPJ 'rrackl111 + I IH'f'CC'nl : Um!J11 
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0111)' a frw IJaH M)' ~~ atrf't' OC • 
~:tptf'4 , SM PI'CII. AJH!toneft Ia Salllllwl' 21t D . 
~ho'l NtnnHf' Otte' - c-~ to - Cllrltltlu 
tllbl• ftUowthl,, TllunMiay Evmln ... l : :M 
p.m .. Jucot P:arl~ Room <A141fl11 .,.. •IK••cor 
ho,. ,.ulaa Chrbt O"t can chu&~ your llff 
101' 1.11~ Wtw: '" 
'\Ira . Otthley 7$7.1(111. 125 f "ridlf t 'amlly-
•rf'f'ttr. 
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braiWI• hallablt. m•t al 21 JH'rc~nt all .,. 
m~Jr• . llooy f:nl)loll. f :ur_... \m~ric:lll , aD41 
Ja,.nru "ulpm~nl at ··~· tlllln lllr rip& 
prl('f' ~ ~Jim l.ackr). f'lt. 'ltl-.1111 
\llttiMimU or lalf """" •aftllo hnC' lllor aal)' 
.Cf'f'l llrnlun n"mo-.f4 lrem tM '" el AWt-a 
to,.•r •rllf lbt ( 'ommlt!H to Btaolif) \ld~ 
To'"•· flo• ttlll. \\Pl . 
t RIIU\t!\1 ~TFS \\"TED to ~ltan lb•mu 
oparuncon111 Zlll.anu•tn Street . 16\ "-· •• 
'lnl)f IM-droom• . Z Nlho. ll•lnll. 41mint ,_ ••• 
1\hrhrn ha• P• ran(lf', f'lff. ••"' · lVIII •1111 
h00111 , 41•~h•u•hn. t.au"dr) ...um ,.;lll,.aahtr• 
4r\4'f. Rcont I• Sit lH't' monlll . llilllllH ar• Ia· 
rludf4 ,...0 (II)• 81'f' IHIDUnl Oltt. I'OOM» •Ill 
bt a .. llablr lor occ11pan~)' durh11 tn'" bnak, 
SIIIP b~ and r.t'f Ill all)' ••tnlnll . At llt'eM111 
thrw Junlan and on• ~"'lor ar. 111 ruW••u. 
\11\ QUI'Slleol• i iOp b) , caU 7S.M!I111 or 4rOJ a 
nnlr In ~1'1 box tfil. 
,. 
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Sports Highlights 
W .P .I. Gridders Destroy 
Bates in 46 --14 Romp 
Sophomore Dave McCormick got his chance to 
start and made the most of 1t as he put on quite a show 
10 leading WPI to an unexpectedly easy rout of Bates 
College, 45-14 . 'Mac' wasted little time as on the third 
play from scnmmage he unloaded to ever-improving 
Bob Gray for 62-yards and the show was on. 
The second time Tech had the ball they scored 
again on a 58· yard dm·e "1th the two key gams 
coming on passes to Gray again and Don Drew. 
Geary Schwartz finished it off with a two yard run. 
And c;o it went all day as Tech pretty much scored 
at v; ill. The Stars were endless. Besides McCormick 
and Gray there was Dave Texeira who ran wild for 
128 yards in ten plays includmg a 72-yard sprint in the 
second penod wh1ch pretty much broke Bates back. 
On defenSt>. it" as that tern bit> trio once again. as the 
two Cordelia's conhnued to amaze everyone along 
w1th m1ddleguard freshman Ed Pet>k. Peek. with his 
knack for big plays did 1t tw1ce with two safeties on 
Bates quarterbacks. Also on defense, J ack Fitz-
gibbons came m with another great game which is 
getting a lmost common place as this defensive line 
continue:. to prove why it is one of the best around 
holdmg Bates to 100 yards rushing !go on one play). 
It had to be encouraging to everyone to see the 
otfense. v;hich had been sputtering badly, explode as 
11 did. Overall. Tech had 439 yards on offense, 248 on 
the ground and _191 through the air. Individually Mac 
was 9 or 13 16- 8 1n the first period) for 160 yards and a 
TO. Bob Gray \\ho is fast becommg a great one 
collected 5 for 120 yards. Also George Leanna had 2 
TO's and Bob Aubr ey converted all 6 pat. 
Quarterback Dave !'ttcCormick <II > earned game 
baiJ in WPI's 16· 11 rout OYer Bates. 
Overall 1t was a great effort by everyone as Tech 
dominated m e\·er y way w1th a ll 43 players seeing 
considerable action . 
Freshman John Pappas, Bob Gray, and Fred 
Cordelia all rece1ved honor for last weeks efforts. 
Fred once again was in the weekly ECAC all-star line 
up where he's becoming a fixture . John was 
honorable mention and Freshman of Week . Bob also 
made honorable mention. 
COMMENTS: 
WPI w11l need another great effort Saturday as high 
powered Wesleyan rolls into town for a big 
homecoming day game. As usual the game will start 
at two 
Wesleyan will be a big game as WPI will try to put 
it aU together two wet>ks in a row something it has not 
been able to do. 
A.thlete 
of The 
Week 
Next week the Sports Depart· 
ment of the WPI !'it!\\ peak is going 
to start a column for the WPI 
athlete or the week. Balled on 
pt"rsonal performance. ass1stance 
to the tram, and the level of 
compt"llllon mvolvt'd the athlete 
"Ill be chosen from one of the 
different sports programs at WPl. 
It 1s hoped that some of the input 
will come from three different 
urt'as: the • !'lit>" speak ~ports 
writers and the coaches and 
managers or the different sports. 
Thr final dec1sion w1ll be made by 
three mt.'mbers of the WPI 
Nn peak The Athlete or the W('('k 
w•ll be chosen from two weeks 
previous to the pr1nllng. Th1s will 
,,now t1me to decide on the athlete 
and lime for prmtm~ . The sports 
currently mvolved are bowling, 
<·ross country, football and soccrr. 
lntt·rmural sports w1ll also be 
mdur1t'fl 
Anyone interested in 
becom•ng Sports Editor 
for next year contact 
Dave Gerth or Russ 
Naber at PKT. 757 9971. 
"Smokey Bill's 
Predictions 
'' 
Starting this week predictions will be made on some of the upcoming 
sporting events at WPI. Arter looking at some of the team 's previous 
results. their players talents, depth and strengths and weakness, it can 
still only be a " prediction" to pick a winner. It's hoped that the people 
mvolved in WPJ sports programs will realize that the picks made are only 
subJective " predictions" made by only one person and people in these 
programs don' t become upset1f WPI is not picked to win as I know what 
has happened at another school who ran this type of article. 
A good week for WPI .. 
The WPI Football team coming ocr a 46-14 win and with Homecoming 
bemg an advantage should beat Wesleyan by 3 points . 
The JV Football team should take Tufts JV's by 2 touchdowns next 
Monday. 
Thmgs look good for the soccer team . There should be a 2 goal win over 
Assumption Wednesday and with some good playing should take Holy 
Cross Soccer team on Homecoming. 
The Varsity Cross Country team is picked to s plit their dual match on 
Homecoming against Bentley and Amherst WPI over Bentley and 
Amherst over WPI. 
Cross Country 
It was another disappomtmg 
"'<'ek for lh<> WPI harm•rs as they 
lost to a po\\rrful Tuft team on 
Tuc·sda) and wt.•re mppM b~ Bates 
on Saturday. 
A~umst Tufts, Chris Kt'enan took 
th•rd plact• but Tufts managl-d to 
plac<' f1ve men m the top tl'n . l>(l\'t' 
I-'m' Jtor plact•d sixth follO\\l'd hv 
.Jt•tl Wnek t7th '· Alan HallqUist 
cllthl anr1 Rich :\l'v.houst• IIOthl 
Tt•t:h ran really well but Tufts was 
JU!il tno strong. Tufts hn•sht'r1 "Jth 
21 pis ond 35 for WPI. 
On Saturday WPI lost a heart· 
breaker 26-29. Kl'enan was in-
dividual v;inner. A total or three 
~econds kept Tech from VICtory. 
WPI \\8:> unable to capture the key 
pos1ttons to st'cure VIctory, 
J(()unchng nut the top fivr for Tt'~h 
\H'rt' 1-"ov.h•r . Wnck. l..afr«>mer<' 
.1nd Long 
Tht•sc• IY.Il losst•s hrm~ WPI':. 
1'1'('01'11 111 ti 5 l'l't'h hup1•s to get 
h:u.·k un thc• wmn111g suit• "ht.•n the~ 
tnkc• un Hc·nllc·) unci Amherst on 
hnlllt'l'llllllll~ 
1973 Volleyball Champs •... 
On Th!~ ~ KAP~~d!!E N~oll 
<the KAP> foueht to its second second round. 
consecutive volleyball cham· Round n <Wednesday) _ tour 
pionship by defeating an inspired defeated SAE with KAP ietltllll1• colle 
ATO team by the score!~ or 15·13 bye into the finals. KAP and tensi 
and 15·7. The KAP, It'd by sp1kers moved into the final round. pear 
· Dave Gerth and Mark Stewart, Round Jtl <Thursday > -
were hard pressed for victory in KAP defeated ATO to capture Jona 
the first game as ATO built up a 1973 Volleyball Championship Pottl 
quick lead and held 1t most or the COMMENT: · and, 
game. But, by a total team effort, The Newspeak sports casic 
KAP fought back to tie the score at would like to thank aU the has@ 
12-12 and eventually went on to who gave their time to officiate thro 
victory: In the ~on~ gaf!le. ~e playoff ro~ds and especiaU, 
KAP v;asted no lime m c hnchmg Coach Hernon for his efforts stagt 
the championship as they qu1ckly organi1.ing and overseeing the stagt 
built up a sizable lead and coasted volleyball season. Pe 
to vict~ry. In the last four years, KAP 
A QUick look at the results of the · totally dominated volleyball CO~ I 
playoff rounds: wmmng three championshipe. gwta 
Round 1 - !Tuesday I - KAP that period of time, they've rece1 
defeated S1g Ep. ATO defeated only one match and a total guita 
FIJI and SAE defeated H1ggins. games. Bro\\ 
,....-----------...... --------wide. 
Final 
VOl.U •: \'BAI.l. 
lllvlsion I Division II Division Ill 
w I. 
PKT 10 0 P.G. O. 7 2 S.A.E. 
Higgins 7 2 SJ'.E . 6 3 A.T .O. 
TK.E. 6 2 T.l.T. 5 2 Cavaliers 
A.T.0.2 4 4 P.K.T.2 5 2 Gladstone 
TC 3 5 S.P. 2 5 Morgan2A 
D.S T 2 5 1\o Name 2 5 P.S.K . 
Stars 2 5 Bom Losers 1 6 L.C.A. 
R1leyt 2 6 03mt'IS 3A 1 6 Damels3b 
Morgan 2 7 Stoddard A 
Soccer Team Wins Tw 
The WPI Soccer Team scored its 
first two wins of the season this 
week defeating Lowell Tech and 
Clark. 
Tul'sday, the engineers traveled 
to Lowell still looking for their first 
win or the season . Although the 
hooters dominated the first half, 
their problems or lack or a scoring 
punch prevailed and the half ended 
tiro o to o. 
In the second half, things took a 
turn for the brighter side as 
Sophomore Rick Rudis headed in a 
pass from Semor ~aptam Bill 
Gemmer 5 minutes into the period. 
Fifteen m10utes later, Rudis and 
C'remmer again combined as Rick 
took a Gemmer pass and scored 
again. The Tech defense had all the 
goals 1t needed to combine with a 
Cine performance by Semor goal 
tender, Mark Frodyma and ran the 
game out. 
Saturday, WPI traveled cross· 
town to meet Clark on their field . 
Rudis again started the Engineers' 
attack moving with an early f1rst 
half goal The play was very 
similar to the two goals he scored 
against Lowell Tech! Clark evened 
the tally on a late first hatr penal tv 
kick followmg a hand ball 
against a Tech defender. 
Tech returned from the half 
break very inspired and 
two quick goals. Sophomore 
Bucci scored first and then 
assist on a fine goal by 
Bill Gunther. Tech 
defensive posture and ......... .,..,. 
'play out the clock, but a fine 
team fought back to even the 
at 3-:J with two minutes to 
Tech pressed to the 
drove down, keeping the ball 
Clark end. With less than a 
to play. Sophomore Rudis 
comer kick that was batted 
the Clark goaltender. An 
by Freshman Jacobo Matndelll 
from Columbia, S . A., put 
in pos1tion for a head 
Sophomore Carlos La 
Lacerda 's goal came with 
seconds to play, and Clark 
not muster an attack as Tecb 
4·3. 
The Engineers meet Aslsu11ntll• 
at home on Wednesday at 3: 
and face Holy Cross at 
Saturday at 11 a .m . Tbt!l"e 
games will decide the city 
chamoion for 1973. 
(.'o-uptaln Stt\ e Williams and Kill (iemmer 
'irnile about with tlu~ ir lwo vic tor!.-~ thl!> "'<'tk. 
musi 
To 
